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Dear Reader,
Welcome to the 2020 edition of Poland’s Energy Industry Report, a reference
source to the what’s what and who’s who of the sector. The land of pierogi,
wild bison and tales about mermaids, also has a notorious and fast paced energy makeup. The apple of discord with the EU is the country’s 80% dependency on fossil fuels and what is a realistic pace to achieve carbon neutrality by
2050 - the EU’s Green Deal desired target.
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At the same time Poland is the largest coal producer in Europe and exactly
how to implement a just economic and social transition away from it in the
interest of cleaner air is the million dollar question. Politics has circled around
this topic and steps towards going green are still few and far between, however steadfast and inevitable.

100% OF OUR ENERGY IS GREEN!

Given that this report is launched midway through the auspicious year 2020,
when the world turned upside down courtesy of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
impact of the virus on the industry is also explored. It is undoubtedly a time of
remembering our priorities and that business, energy, and human well-being
ultimately can and must join hands.

We have a license for electricity trading and a license for gas trading.
We are a market maker in the Polish Power Exchange (TGE).
We cooperate with the largest group of energy producers who use
renewable sources.

get in touch

WE RESPECT ENERGY:

www.investmentreports.co
info@investmentreports.co

We RESPECT Poland’s renewables energy market.
We RESPECT your business and time.
We RESPECT your need for a trusted partner.
We RESPECT nature.
We RESPECT YOU.

Respect energy with us!
E: contact@respect.energy
W: www.respect.energy
A: TRMEW Obrót S.A. Ludwika Rydygiera 8,
01-793 Warsaw, Poland

Five centuries after Copernicus placed the sun at the center of our Solar System, Poland started harnessing its power to generate electricity. The year
2020 has seen a real boom in big photovoltaic projects, in addition to the already growing onshore wind, and then soon to become reality offshore wind.
In December 2019 Poland held Europe’s largest renewable energy auction on
record, that secured 1,7 GW of new capacities.

We hope you find it to be a useful and enjoyable read!

Enjoy the report!

Irina Negoita
Co-Founder &
Director

Sorina Dumitru
Co-Founder &
Lead Editor
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INTRODUCTION
to POLAND’s
energy
industry

There is a scenario where we can move from where we are
now to a completely new point, like a leapfrog, and focus on
RES, storage, e-mobility and integrating everything into one
smooth ecosystem. It is a bold vision but attainable. A part of
the industry can remain under government control for security of supply, but the rest should be left to market forces, to
people who want to offer their talents and efforts to fulfil this
scenario.

Pawel URBANSKI
CEO
Inven Group
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POLAND’S UNBROKEN ECONOMIC GROWTH
(GDP EVOLUTION COMPARED TO EU 28)
Chain linked volumes, percentage change on previous year
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divorcing coal
to marry green

Poland’s journey thus far is captivating,
but also anything but easy: “Poland is
a nation that has experienced truly
tough times - we lived under occupation, lived through WWII. This, among
other reasons, is why we are strong
and united today. Coronavirus is the
latest challenge we are dealing with
but I’m convinced that we will survive
and these difficulties will make us even
stronger. It will not have any influence
on our strategic plans, especially on
projected growth in our energy sector and on investment projects”, says
Zbigniew Gryglas, Undersecretary of
State, Ministry of State Assets. Warsaw
emerged from the ashes of WWII and is
now the capital of one of Europe’s most
dynamic economies, attracting foreign
labor to fill its growing needs. Additionally, it holds an unbroken GDP growth
streak of 30 years, now put to the test
by the strenuous COVID-19 outbreak.

Home to the EU’s fifth largest population and birthplace of minds like Marie Curie and Nicolas Copernicus,
Poland now positions itself as an economic powerhouse. In 2017 the country was deemed developed by
FTSE Russell which makes it the first country to earn an upgrade in the past decade. It also puts Poland in
the company of developed economies like France, Austria, Denmark and Hong Kong.

POPULATION: 37.9 mil
MEDIAN AGE: 40 years

POLISH ZLOTY (PLN)
AVG. 2019
1 EURO ≈ 4.3 PLN

600.000

2008

2019
POLAND
EU28
-4.3

The energy sector in Poland is riddled
with similar complexities. While known
for being heavily coal reliant to this
day, it started out with a 99% coal dependency in the early 1990s. This was
deemed necessary at the time and on
the upside did fuel an intense process of industrialization and economic
growth. On the downside though, the
air has become harder to breathe and
bills have gotten more expensive in light
of the green path pursued by the rest
of Europe. President Emmanuel Macron
openly criticized Poland’s lingering affiliation with fossil fuels and the European Commission’s regulation are turning
the heat up.

source: ec.europa.eu

POLAND’S IMPORTS,
EXPORTS &
TRADE PARTNERS

In 2018 Poland recorded a negative
trade ballance of approx. EUR -5,2
bil, with an export value of approx.
EUR 235 bil.
72.2 % of Poland’s exports go to
countries in Europe & Central Asia.
Germany sits atop of Poland’s trading
partners list both in exports & imports with 28% of goods produced in
Poland going to the German market.

IMPORT
Germany (22%)
CHINA
RUSSIA
ITALY
FRANCE

PEOPLE EMPLOYED IN
THE ENERGY SECTOR

(per capita)

POLAND: EUR 12,980
EU 28: EUR 28,630

IMMIGRATION: 214,083
EMMIGRATION: 189,794
(total, 2018)
source: Eurostat, 2019
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8%

OF THE POLISH GDP
GENERATED BY THE
ENERGY SECTOR (4.1%)
& RELATED SECTORS (4.2%)
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EXPORT
Germany (28%)
Czech Rep.
UK
France
Italy
source: World Bank
POLAND energy industry 2020
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Given IEA’s overarching vision over the energy industry in Europe, what do you identify as the key trends
dominating CEE in recent years?

how green is green enough?
The EU has taken an unshakable stance
as a pioneer in carbon neutrality with
its zero emission targets by 2050 laid
out in the Green New Deal. And despite
the occasional ping pong, Poland is a
pillar of the regional economy, actively
participating in policy making and the
largest recipient of EU Cohesion and
Structural Funds under the 2014-2020
Multiannual Financial Framework. In
order to continue reaping the benefits
of the 2014-2020 MFF, the dilemma
facing Poland more than most is how
to find the sweet spot between going
green (enough) by 2050 and providing
its citizens the socio-economic advantages and security granted by its participation in the coal industry.

European Green Deal
Climate Neutrality by 2050

ENERGY POLICY OF POLAND UNTIL 2040 (draft)

60% share of coal and 21% RES
in the generation of electricity
in 2030

introduction of nuclear energy
in 2033

Krystian

KOWALEWSKI

Executive Director
World Energy Council Poland
reducing CO2 emissions by 30% by 2030
(in relation to 1990)

improvement in energy efficiency
by 23% by 2030 relative to
the 2007 forecasts

EUR 100 BIL
Just Transition Plan

The past couple years were characterized by significant technological progress and cost declines of key
renewable energy sources, in particular offshore wind.
Another global trend with implications for CEE stems
from natural gas, in particular due to the US shale gas
revolution which has exceeded expectations.

75%
of EU greenhouse gas emissions
caused by energy sector.

What major trends you are noticing in the global energy industry at present and how are they reflected in
the Polish market?
The biggest challenge faced by energy sectors around
the world at this point is adapting to climate changes. In Poland, more than 70% of electricity is produced
from coal and the majority of our production capacities
have been built in the 1960s and 1970s. The new rules
of the European market make it impossible to support
these capacities in our system over the long term.
A major milestone that we are approaching for instance
is in 2025, as after this year many of the older blocks
can no longer be supported by the capacity market
mechanism and it will be difficult for them to survive
under normal market rules.
Poland has several interconnection projects planned.
Which ones do you see as true game changers for the
country?

CEE countries, Poland included, have a strong relationship with North America and the latter’s evolution into
a significant gas exporter has strong implications for
CEE. There is still work to be done, make no mistake,
for instance for better interconnectivity – but while 10
years ago a diversified gas market in CEE seemed like
a distant dream, it is now an undisputed reality that
CEE will soon attain its most diversified, secular and
non geopolitical gas market in history.
Poland has made great strides in reducing its coal dependency from 99% in the early 1990s – what is your
perspective on what constitutes a just energy transition going forward?
One indisputable fact is that Poland still needs coal in
order to keep the lights on. The Polish government has
therefore a legitimate reason to ask for a just transition, and in my experience no one questions the need
to maintain energy security during this change.
Poland already has a plan to diversify into gas, renewables and nuclear. One additional solution could be
carbon capture and storage technologies. They are
most effective in reducing emissions and can play an
important role especially in countries with large coal
reserves.

Historically we have used our domestic natural gas
resources (which are enough to fulfill the demand for
households) but for industrial use have been relying on
gas imported from Russia. This contract will come to
an end in 2022 so we are looking at opportunities to
diversify our supply sources.
One way is by using the gas terminal in Swinoujscie
which gives us the option to buy gas from the US and
LNG from other countries in the world. We are considering building a new terminal, most likely in Gdansk,
but the real change will be the Baltic Pipe project
which will allow us to transport gas from the North
Sea. The pipeline will come across the Danish economic zone and our government has already secured all the
necessary agreements.
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Laszlo

VARRO

Chief Economist
IEA
(International Energy Agency)
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ENERGY MIX &
WAYS OF THE FUTURE
Despite lingering differences within the European Council, Poland has been slowly
but surely planning a progressive path towards climate neutrality. The country’s
energy transition is justified by three core reasons: technology, regulation and environment. The recently arrived at the table coronavirus pandemic may well be an
added trigger of change in the Polish energy sector.

Poland is continuing negotiations with the European Commission related to the
conditions of approving the EU goals to reach climate neutrality by 2050. It is
the only country which did not adhere to this goal yet. The argumentation from
Warsaw is that it cannot write a blank check without concrete, quantifiable support for its energy transition.

Poland is the only country that opted out of
EU’s 2050 net-zero emissions target.

Michal KURTYKA
Minister of Climate
Government of Poland

Poles argue that their energy mix is exceptional, and it is if you look at the 76%
share of coal in 2019’s electricity generation. Gas also accounts for 8,8% of the
mix, and renewable for 15,4% out of the total generation. The biggest share in
renewable generation is provided by onshore wind farms which last year accounted for 9,2%. Forum Energii, one of Poland’s energy think tanks, observed
a significant decrease in electricity generation from coal, balanced out by the
increase in renewable generation as well as energy imports.

HARD COAL
23.9 GW
50.4%

POLAND energy industry 2020

We do not completely give up climate neutrality, but we want to reach
it at our own pace [...] I understand the need to start the transformation
and I see the opportunities associated with it but there are also threats,
which need to be honestly discussed: the rising costs of living in Europe,
the potential decrease in the standard of living for our citizens, the lack of
affordable and secure energy, or the question of re-qualification of mining
industry workers.

Another reason why the energy transition in Poland is inevitable is EU’s climate policy. Despite the emission trading
schemes leading to a relative decline in CO2 prices, the EC has various tools at its disposal to increase them, such as the
Market Stability Reserve or by backloading to decrease the amount of CO2 permissions on the market.
Long term EU climate policy will increase the cost of energy production from fossil fuels and favor renewable generation.
It is not only about EU ETS, but also green financing which has been making investment in conventional generation more
expensive and less secure - soon, no longer worth it.

LIGNITE
9.3 GW
19.6%

ONSHORE WIND
5.9 GW
12.5%
BIOGAS
0.2 GW
0.5%
BIOMASS
0.9 GW
1.9%
PHOTOVOLTAICS
1.5 GW
3.2%

source: Forum Energii, based on data of Agencja Rynku Energii (ARE)
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Technology has been making renewable energy ever more cost efficient.
The Polish government admits that
in the future offshore wind power
plants & photovoltaics will no longer
need any support and will thrive when
competing within standard market
conditions.

Jadwiga EMILEWICZ
Minister of Development
Government of Poland

HYDRO
1.0 GW
2.0%

RES
9.5 GW
20.1%

OTHER INDUSTRIAL
0.6 GW
1.2%

In spite of the current state of affairs,
Poland will go through an energy transition process because of the aforementioned currents of technology,
regulations and environmental aspects. The assumption is that Poland
is in fact supportive of the climate
neutrality goal, but will officially sign it
after it gets the numbers from the EC.

RES in Poland will be overall competitive with fossil fuels during the course
of 2020 according to IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency)

INSTALLED CAPACITY IN THE POLISH SYSTEM 2019

PUMPED STORAGE
1.4 GW
3.0%
NATURAL GAS
2.7 GW
5.7%
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Key factors for an inevitable transition

by Wojciech Jakobik, Founder, BiznesAlert

A just and responsible transition takes
time - we do not want to institute
sweeping radical changes, rather we
want to introduce them in a gradual,
albeit systematic manner, while taking into account their impact on the
society as a whole.

investment reports

opinion market
www.biznesalert.pl

POLAND energy industry 2020
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Possible scenarios

POPULATION ATTITUDE
TOWARDS
ENERGY SOURCES
VERY
BAD
PRODUCTION
METHOD

Poland’s energy mix until 2040 is projected in the government’s “Polityka
energetyczna Polski do 2040 roku”
energy strategy which has not as yet
been formally approved. It assumes
that Poland will move from 80% coal
generation towards renewables, accompanied by gas and nuclear generation. According to this document
Poland is to have 28% coal, 40% RES,
and around 20% gas and nuclear generation in its mix by 2040. Natural gas
is meant to stabilize renewable generation.

VERY
GOOD
PRODUCTION
METHOD

(percentage of population)

Dorota

DEBINSKA - POKORSKA
Partner, Power & Utility Group Leader
PwC Poland

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
23%

Nuclear, if it comes to fruition, has the
potential to radically decrease CO2
emissions from the domestic energy sector. But it carries the biggest
question mark out of the entire plan,
which sketches the intention to reach
6-9 GW production by 2040. However, there are financial considerations
to take into account provided Poland
is capable of creating a model to successfully build nuclear power plants.

11%

Casting a bird’s eye perspective on the energy market in Poland,
where do you see most activity taking place presently?
Tust now the hottest topic is development of renewables, in particular
the PV segment which accounts for about 80% of the market activity. This is closely linked to the functional auction system we have in
place. Another crucial matter is the political decision to get offshore
projects off the ground - by 2025 I expect we will have a sizable volume of MW generated this way. Having the bill ready and authorized
by the European Commission is the most important part, especially if
Polish companies want to work on these projects with foreign partners.

COAL POWER PLANT
42%

4%

It is too early to understand the full impact but we do notice some
financial difficulties, primarily for utilities. Generation dropped, so did
electricity consumption and generally there are fears of deep recession. To maintain jobs while ensuring enough money for investment is
a real dilemma - it will be difficult for these companies, who are mostly
state owned, to balance the situation.
What would be your message for investors that are eyeing the Polish
market?
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2%

53%

ONSHORE WIND FARM
2%

25%

Poland’s draft energy
strategy sketches the
intention to reach
this quota of nuclear
production by 2040
No actual steps have actually been
taken in this direction though. The
nuclear power plant is currently at
the stage of environmental studies.
A scheduled auction for nuclear technology or the signing of business deals
aimed at initiating the nuclear project
would be signs that the government’s
pledge is being fulfilled.

Poeple demand clean air
Last but not least, there is the ever
growing worldwide awareness about
the vital importance to protect the environment. And in Poland the issue is
palpable - people can see, smell and
feel smog and are growing weary of
accepting it as part of daily life. Increased civil activism for nature preservation and overall public perception
and engagement has been rendering
new investments in lignite production
growingly problematic.

photo: Adobe Stock

Whenever I talk with foreigners, they always want to see double-digits in terms of the IRR return and I always try to explain how the market works. Today, when you have a project on sale, you have 100 bidders which really speaks to the temperature of the market. Even so, I
trust there is still space to earn money in the energy sector here - the
condition is to be smart, well prepared, and truly understand the local
specifics.

OFFSHORE WIND FARM

6-9 GW

The alternative course of action is to
go fully into a RES and natural gas mix,
following the German model. This mix,
however, would lead to increased dependency on gas imports. Even with
moderate gas generation increase
from the energy strategy project, Poland aims to double its gas consumption from the present 17 bcm annually
to around 30 bcm by 2040. Politicians
need to decide if such dependency in
the face of neighboring Russia’s foreign policy is secure enough. The only
thing that is for certain is that coal’s
share of electricity generation will
gradually dwindle. Poland needs to
tackle the social fallout of such a radical transition, and counts heavily on
EU funds when it comes to post-coal
regions` transformation and rehabilitation. It is especially important from
the point of view of coal unions who
are ardently defending the status quo.

source: Study comissioned by PWEA

How did the Polish energy market react to the COVID-19 outbreak?

This would need to happen as scheduled, reaching the projected capacity
on time and on budget. The government officially laid out a financial
model capable of funding nuclear energy by cooperating with international
business partners.

POLAND energy industry 2020
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Krystian KOWALEWSKI
Executive Director
World Energy Council Poland

photo: Adobe Stock

The final decision is yet to be made, but according to government declarations we can expect to have six nuclear units
by 2036. We do have a nuclear program in place already, since 2009, but the progress has been rather slow. So far we
have a company responsible for building the power plants, and some geological research in the two areas where the new
units would be located.

ENTER COVID-19
Lukasz SZATKOWSKI
Partner
CMS

Nuclear has been under discussion
for approximately 10 years now but
there is still no clear idea yet about
how to implement it. Even so, I cannot fathom a more viable alternative
because renewables and gas will
likely fall short of replacing the coal
that will exit the system. Perhaps
SMRs (small modular reactors) will
tear up the trails - they are easier to
implement and less cash consuming,
though we are talking about a new
technology that has not proven operational yet.

To start from zero with nuclear is unlikely nowadays, especially in a democratic country. In case of Poland there
are also huge limitations related to
infrastructure, financing and timing
to fill the gap left by decommissioned
coal power plans - I doubt strongly that
third generation nuclear will become
part of our energy mix.

Piotr SZEWCZYK
CEO
APS Energia

I am a proponent of nuclear energy
plants in Poland, as the cleanest energy source we could get our hands
on. APS and numerous companies in
Europe have technological solutions
to progress in this direction, but it all
is in the hands of politicians and ministries to come up with the right kind
of legal framework that would foster
the transition to clean energy.

Christian SCHNELL
Partner
SOLIVAN

Wojciech SZTUBA
Managing Partner
TPA
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The highly anticipated COP26 climate summit in Glasgow, where the new EU regulatory framework was meant to be presented, has now been postponed. The pace of energy
transition in European countries will depend heavily on state support now. Poland announced an anti-crisis shield program which includes an investment stimulus after the
economy gains speed again. The government also heralded support for green projects,
as key post pandemic supporters of a successful economic recovery. Exacts numbers
are still in flux.

Due to pandemic related
pushback, presidential
elections likely to secure
another term for Andrzej Duda
were postponed from
May 10th
to “no later than June 28th”
according to the ruling party,
or even August according to
the opposition’s proposal.

The Green New Deal could be one of the engines of future economic growth, accelerating innovation and allowing countries like Poland to leapfrog technology backwardness
in the energy sector. In the first half of 2020 Poland is to present a strategy for how
to best utilize the energy transition as an instrument to speed up economic growth. It
will include new technologies mainly from the renewable, nuclear and hydrogen sectors. You can leave it to Poles to use a global pandemic as a trigger for overdue deeper
changes, turning adversity into opportunity rather than preserving a less than ideal
status quo. And it is no secret that, crisis or no crisis, coal can simply no longer compete.
An uncertain future
We are facing an inescapable truth - the unpredictability of the COVID-19 crisis is
making it harder than ever to give a prognosis on what exactly will be the path for
Poland’s energy transition. The signs to watch out for would be the approval of the
energy strategy by the government which probably will not come anytime sooner than
the presidential elections in May 2020. Much depends on EU support for the energy
transition, but that too could be delayed.
The decisive factor could then rest with the internal state energy policy, what kind of
economic stimulus it will bestow in support of the energy transition, in the times after the coronavirus pandemic. This in turn depends on the energy strategy mentioned
above. Politicians will have to choose between not doing anything and keeping with a
shaking status quo, and using this crisis as a catalyst to speed up the needed changes
to propel Poland into a greener, more tech savvy future.

photo: Adobe Stock

Developing nuclear capacities in a country that does not have them yet is a complex task, which requires huge investments, long term political vision and committed foreign technology partners. The last four years were essentially lost from
this perspective, and now we have to deal with an issue that was not as stringent before - namely, state owned companies
who are supposed to be sponsors of the project are not as well off financially as they used to be.

The coronavirus pandemic has put the world in a partial standstill, and the above mentioned considerations likewise on hold. There are voices whispering that the European
Union should freeze or even abandon its climate policy, however the general consensus
is rather that it should be continued according to plan. Still, the works on climate regulation projected in European Green Deal might be delayed.

POLAND energy industry 2020
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Government reactions
On March 31st, the President of Poland signed a package of laws known
as the Anti-Crisis Shield, aimed at
offering some relief and limiting the
scale of adverse market effects.
The Financial Shield, a complementary
support package intended for entrepreneurs affected by the COVID-19
crisis constitutes the biggest economic support measure ever offered in Poland’s modern history.

CHALLENGES TO THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
COVID-19 is threatening a break in Poland’s 30 years of uninterrupted economic growth - despite best efforts the effects are devastating, and the mining industry in particular has been hit
hard, with a quarter of infections to date recorded in the Southern region of Silesia.

23,786

1.064

11,449

confirmed cases

deaths

recovered

(1 june)

(1 june)

(1 june)

WEEKLY CHANGE IN POWER DEMAND DUE TO COVID-19
(POLAND, march 2020)

1st week of March
1.7%

YoY change in electricity demand

-2,1%

2nd week of March

-5,7%
-7,4%

3rd week of March
4th week of March
Source: Statista and PSE (Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne)
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Renewable energy projects are so
far more or less unaffected, however
auction winners have obtained a 12
month postponement from the government on their production timeline
obligations.
Electricity consumption initially faced
a drop triggered by lockdown procedures, however it stabilized in late
April/early May. Data from Entso-E
shows that the maximum load April
30 was down 8% YoY, to 19,457 MW.
PGE estimates that power consumption in April fell by 10% year on year.
On a global scale the World Bank estimates that energy prices will drop by a
whopping 40% compared to 2019 but
see a “sizable rebound in 2021”.

photo: Adobe Stock

an unexpected blow

The Prime Minister emphasized that
the Financial Shield is a new government initiative, which – together with
the Anti-Crisis Shield – will amount to
over PLN 300 billion (~ EUR 66 billion).
“The new Shield has been designed to
quickly provide funds for protecting
jobs”, explained Mateusz Morawiecki.
In order to qualify for the government
aid companies need to follow two basic rules: keep operations going and
not lay off any employees. “The main
advantage of our solution is its simplicity”, said the Prime Minister.

Rafal GAWIN
President
URE (Energy Regulatory Office)

One of the effects is reduced demand for electricity due to the limited
production volumes, and the overall slowdown of the economy. Increased
households’ energy consumption caused by extended school closures and
home offices does not balance this reduction. As a result, electricity prices
on the Polish Power Exchange (TGE) are getting lower. The costs of purchasing CO2 emission allowances have also fallen.

Act on compensation system for
energy-intensive sectors & sub-sectors

Critical
infrastructure

Energy intensive companies will have
an easier and swifter process of payment of the compensation for 2019,
and the act removes interpretational
doubts.

During the state of emergency, the
owner of critical infrastructure (including energy) can exercise the right
to enter the property without the consent of the property owner, user or
manager.

COVID-19 made the
biggest coal company
in Europe, Polska Grupa
Górnicza, slash wages by
20%, and reduce
weekly working days from
five to four.

Renewable Energy Sources Act:
Renewable energy producers who
have already won an auction can apply for an extension of the deadline to
commence the sale of electricity, of no
longer than 12 months.
POLAND energy industry 2020
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Out of 18,000 cases in
Poland 4,000 are in the
mining heavy region
of Silesia and
less profitable
mines have
been closed.

4

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

APRIL 20

MAY 4

More people were allowed in
shops at one time. Parks, forests
and places of religious worship reopened.

Opening of construction stores,
hotels, and cultural institutions on
weekends.

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

MAY 18

MAY 25

Opening of hairdressers, shopping
malls and restaurants, with restrictions. Limited sports events.

Partial school reopening, followed
by gyms, cinemas and theatres, with
restrictions and sanitary regimes.

STAGES
OF LIFTING
RESTRICTIONS

Piotr GUTOWSKI
VP of the Board
PBDI

In the Polish construction sector
there was no administrative stoppage of works on building sites.
Most works carried out by our company take place in open outdoor
spaces, in particular on wind and
PV farm construction sites, where
the density of employees is not a
big problem.
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Thomas WISNIEWSKI
VP of the Management Board
Pracownia Finansowa

The price of energy has dropped a
bit because of lower consumption
triggered by the COVID-19 outbreak, but in some projects we have
contracts with a fixed price, so this
situation does not affect such investments. In addition, renewable
energy is privileged in the energy
market. When the consumption is
lower, coal power plants will be the
ones that will have to reduce production, not wind farms.

The COVID-19 outbreak will change
the behavioral patterns of business
for years to come. The entire industry
is undergoing rapid digitalization. In
such an environment a more receptive attitude towards remote and
automated services such as those
provided by companies like ours is
certain to emerge.

Bartosz KWIATKOWSKI
Vice President
Virtual Power Plant

Agnieszka PLASKA
CEO
wpd Polska

PSE is struggling to find the right
solution for energy balancing,
skewed by production, and to
secure the energy system. The
non-market reduction mechanism
is the solution they are proposing, by which wind farm operators
would be met with some form of
compensation for losses caused by
reduced production. PSE needs to
adapt to the new situation and find
a fair and optimal solution for all
parties involved.

Piotr SZLAGOWSKI-BUDACZ
Director of Strategy
PGNiG (Polish Oil & Gas Company)
It is particularly interesting to note that we have two crises unfolding at the same time. One is the price war between oil producers, which drove prices low. Now we have entered a second crisis on the demand side: because of COVID-19 people are sitting
at home, not driving cars, planes are not flying etc., hence the demand is experiencing significant stress. This is particularly
problematic for companies which have big exposure to oil price risks but for us, luckily, it has not caused too much disturbance
due to our balanced portfolio of assets.
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political
overview

Poland is part of the European market, following the
same rules and regulations. We are in the process of becoming a more decentralized and low carbon emission
market and this change offers significant opportunity for investors. (...) One of the main objectives moving
forward will be the implementation of the Clean Energy
Package. We will also have a focus on addressing all the
issues related to the already announced European Green
Deal, as we are adding climate objectives to our scope of
operations.
Rafal GAWIN
President
Energy Regulatory Office (URE)

The
Mermaid
of Warsaw,
Symbol of the City
Revolution
Square,
Bucharest
photo: Adobe Stock
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EASE OF DOING BUSINESS IN POLAND
(Rank out of 190 countries // Score out of 100)
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starting a
business
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construction
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getting
electricity

registering
property

getting
credit

protecting
minority
investors
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borders

enforcing
contracts

resolving
insolvency

Poland ranks 40th out of 190 countries down from 26th in 2016
Source: Doing Business 2020, World Bank Group

by Marcus How, Head of Research & Analysis, ViennEast

SOUND AND FURY?
Poland has undergone significant political changes in recent years. Once deemed the poster child
of the New Member States of the European Union, the United Right coalition – led by the Law
and Justice Party (‘PiS’) – has taken the country on an altogether different course since entering
government in 2015, courting no small amount of controversy along the way.
The change has been economic and institutional, as well as cultural. Under the leadership of grey cardinal Jaroslaw Kaczysnki, PiS
has sought to transform Poland from a post-communist outsourcing center into a high-income economy with a homegrown industrial base, anchored in Catholic conservative ideals. From championing a greater state role in the economy, to pioneering generous
social spending programmes for families, and restructuring the justice system, interventionism is clearly no longer a dirty word.
Critics both at home and abroad argue that this has resulted in centralization, toxifying independent institutions such as the judiciary with political influence. The European Commission has attempted punitive action against Poland, albeit unsuccessfully so far.
Yet United Right remains a formidable electoral force. In 2019, it won an unprecedented 45% of the vote in the parliamentary
elections, maintaining its absolute majority of seats in the Sejm – the lower chamber of parliament – despite losing control of the
Senate to the unified opposition. If it can win the presidential election in June 2020, its unilateral politics will continue until 2023.

POLAND PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION RESULTS, SEATS
october 13th 2019
12
30
President
Andrzej Duda

49
134

4
2
43

3

PiS (Law and Justice)

prime minister
Mateusz Morawiecki
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48

SEJM
(460 seats)

SEnate
(100 seats)

Foreign investors were among those who took the brunt of these protectionist measures, which have variously increased
contract and taxation risks. Elsewhere, Mateusz Morawiecki – a former international banker who served as minister for
both development and finance before assuming the prime ministership in December 2017 – is the mastermind of the government’s economic strategy. He has advocated strengthening domestic companies through a proactive industrial strategy
and reducing foreign ownership of the economy.
The impact of this interventionist approach is reflected in Poland’s decline in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business
rating, falling from a record 26th place (out of 190 economies) in 2016 to 40th in 2019, its worst performance since 2013.

Katarzyna KLIMKIEWICZ-DEPLANO
Founding Partner
Advicero Nexia

KO (Civic Coalition)
Lewica (The Left)

235

Foreign investors have similarly shrugged off much of the disruption since 2015. At first, the headlines did not look good:
banks and insurance companies were subjected to a special tax; capital transferred abroad by individuals and corporations
faced an exit tax of 19%; restrictions on the trading of agricultural land were imposed; large retail stores were banned from
trading on Sundays; the state increased its share in certain companies, including the second largest bank, Pekao SA; and
privatizations in strategic sectors, such as energy, were halted.

KP (Polish Coalition)
Others

There have been issues in the past, for instance related to the real-estate tax policy. Sudden changes increased the burden of this tax by even approximately four times, which inevitably impacted investors’ projections and their expected
returns. But while legislative changes are of course crucial they are not necessarily deal breakers for entry into the Polish
market. This risk can be managed if investors have good advisors who keep them informed on an ongoing basis.

source: National Electoral Commision
poland energy industry 2020
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ripe for investment
The qualitative attractiveness of Poland as a country in which to do business has not fundamentally changed.
Structural conditions remain favorable for most investors. Poland was
the largest recipient of EU Cohesion
and Structural Funds under the 20142020 Multiannual Financial Framework, drawing some EUR 105 billion
(approximately 2% of annual GDP).
Geographically, it is a logistical hub, a
gateway status that the government is
seeking to expand through major infrastructure projects such as the Central Communication Port (‘CPK’).

Poland was the largest
recipient of EU Cohesion
and Structural Funds
under the 2014-2020
Multiannual
Financial
Framework

€105 billion
(approx. 2%
of annual GDP)

Incentive schemes for foreign investors are also generous. The government suspended geographical restrictions on the establishment of its
Special Economic Zones (‘SEZs’). Investment costs of up to 50% may be
deducted from corporate tax for projects lasting at least five years. Spending on research and development is
similarly tax deductible, while property tax may be waived on projects in
underdeveloped regions. Free assistance is also available for the completion of investment formalities. These
incentives and structural advantages
will become even more critical with
the looming recession in Poland as a
result of the economic impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
More generally, it is possible for investor-state disputes to be resolved via
arbitration. Poland does not have an
arbitration law, but the Code of Civil
Procedures contains provisions that
are aligned with international standards. Courts must confirm and enforce
arbitration rulings but seldom dispute
them. There have been 17 cases of international arbitration in Poland since
2010, according to the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (‘UNCTAD’), one of which has
concerned the energy sector.

A DIFFERENT
KETTLE OF
fish?
Nonetheless, energy is one of the
more challenging sectors in which to
conduct business as it is politically
sensitive, and a large share is under
state control. The four main power
producers – namely, PGE, Enea, Tauron and Energa (recently aquired by
PKN Orlen) – are all state-owned. Coal
accounts for 80% of power generation
currently. Under PiS, there is a moratorium on privatizations of strategic
companies such as these. Furthermore, state-owned enterprises have
actively bought up foreign-owned
power and heating assets.

The four main
power producers

PGE
ENEA
TAURON
energa
are all state owned.
*Energa was recently aquired by PKN Orlen

Regional roots. Global network
The combination of expert knowledge with power
industry practice and project experience let us create
real value in clients’ investments and operations.
We deliver effective and sector specific solutions in the field of:
tax | audit | legal | accounting & payroll | valuations | business advisory

www.tpa-group.pl
www.bakertilly.pl
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Since December 2019, governance of
the energy sector has been reorganized to reflect the government’s (relative) shift away from coal towards renewables. The Ministry of Energy and
Environment was previously responsible for legislation, but its portfolio
has been folded into a department
of the Ministry of State Assets, which
manages state enterprises and property. The newly established Ministry
of Climate is primarily responsible for
environmental policy. The Ministry of
Development oversees the prosumer
aspect of energy policy.

Konrad

KOSICKI
Energy Practice Leader
Wolf Theiss Poland
The distance rule has caused massive hurdles for the onshore wind
sector and there is a general desire to see it changed - but in what
way?
Even before this rule was enacted there were restrictions stemming
from the environmental law, just that it was up to local municipalities to decide whether they would allow construction of a wind farm
within a certain distance based on sound emissions, flickering etc.
What the distance rule did was to introduce a fixed distance and
ignore what existed before.
One option is to go back to this initial set up. Another is to agree on
a smaller distance, for instance 500 m which was sort of a market
practice and respected in most cases. Another way of thinking would
be to leave the distance rule in place but give municipalities a power
to waive this right.
I can understand that certain municipalities would like to see fewer
wind farms but the question remains: where is the border between
my right to have an unrestricted sight and the right of a country to
have access to clean energy? If we have these two colliding rights
there needs to be a reasonable solution.
Do you think Poland has a healthy procedure in place for such ideas
to be explored and negotiated?
Truth of the matter is that in 2015 the new government pushed a
very crude change of policy. Every government in every state has the
right to implement its own policies, of course, but this has been done
in a way that was a shock for the industry. The attitude has surely
changed since. But overall it has been rather a struggle between the
industry and government and I don’t think the dialogue is enabled
yet in a way that everybody can speak freely and be heard.

poland energy industry 2020
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Poland recently opted out of the EU’s
net-zero emissions target by 2050.
What was the reasoning behind this?

Michal
KURTYKA
Minister of Climate

Government
of Poland

The Ministry of Climate was established
in late 2019 to foster sustainable national development, including rational
management of natural resources and
environmental education of the general
public. Michal Kurtyka was appointed
Minister on 15 November 2019.

Last December the EU adopted the
climate neutrality plan, taking into account the specific situation of Poland
which has been granted an exception
from having to achieve climate neutrality by 2050, along with other EU
Member States. What is important,
Poland is not going to shy away from
fulfilling its commitments resulting
from the Paris Agreement. The European Commission’s proposal on just
transition shows us that the EC understands the specific challenges faced
by individual regions in Poland.
As President of COP24 that took
place in Katowice last year, what are
the main takeaways of the “Katowice
Rulebook”?
In 2018, the COP24 Climate Conference in Katowice had three main
headlines - humanity, technology and
nature - which were followed up with
three declarations proposed by the
Polish Presidency. The first of them
- the Declaration of Solidarity and
Just Transition - assumes that climate
policy cannot be detached from the
economy and that human beings need
to be the focal point in the debate on
climate neutrality.
Another Polish contribution to the
global climate negotiations was highlighting technological revolution - including electromobility - as a key element to curb emissions and pollution.
The Electromobility Declaration was
signed by countries representing over
half of the world’s population. The introduction of the topic of forests to
the international climate debate with
the Forest Declaration was yet another success of COP24.
Air quality is a real problem in Poland
- what is the Ministry of Climate doing to address this?
Our goal is to improve the quality of
air we all breathe. The “Clean Air” Programme, which we are continuously
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In order to ensure a just
transition for all citizens we
need to make sure that local
communities living in areas
dependent on fossil fuel extraction have the conditions
for further development and
growth.
implementing, has an unprecedented
scale in the European Union, supporting insulating single-family houses and
replacing old and inefficient solid fuel
heat sources. We are currently looking
for ways to simplify the programme
and make it even more effective.
COVID-19 is threatening industries
all around the world - what is Poland
doing to protect its energy security
during these trying times?
This unprecedented situation requires
us to take extraordinary measures.
There is no doubt that this situation
will affect all areas of our lives, as well
as the economy. Our main objective is
to ensure security for all Poles, which
is why the government has prepared
regulations that will really help entrepreneurs and local governments.
The Ministry of Climate has also proposed a number of solutions that will
enable safe waste management, concerning in particular medical biohazardous waste resulting from the pandemic. We are also going to introduce
changes concerning renewable energy
sources - the Ministry’s proposals will
enable the investors to extend the
deadlines, if their bids won the auctions in previous years.
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The Ministry of Development
is responsible for matters related to the Polish economy,
construction, spatial planning
and development as well as
tourism. Jadwiga Emilewicz
was appointed as Minister of
Development on 15 November
2019.

Jadwiga
EMILEWICZ
Minister of Development
Goverment of Poland

Ms. Emilewicz, you have recently
been appointed as Minister of Development. What key ambitions are you
pursuing during your mandate?
Two powerful divisions joined the
Ministry of Development – tourism
and construction. Tourism is responsible for about 6% of Poland’s GDP,
while the housing sector for around
8%. We will continue to work on
amending the regulation to make it
more entrepreneur-friendly.
As for the energy sector, we will continue to develop a prosumer energy
market in Poland. I am the head of the
inter-ministerial team for facilitating
the development of prosumer energy.
We prepared an amendment to the
RES legal act and we want to continue
working on it.
Poland holds a huge stake in the EU’s
path towards carbon neutrality, however, it recently opted out of this goal
- how much progress can Poland realistically make by 2050?
We do not completely give up climate
neutrality, but we want to reach it at
our own pace. We want to carry out
energy transformation in a safe and
economically beneficial way. It is too
early to say at what stage we will be in
2050 because we do not know what
the technology will look like in 10 or
20 years. Entrepreneurs need regulatory incentives and financial support
to meet the challenge of transforming
the entire model of current consumption habits and production chains.

We don’t ask ourselves questions about whether we need
energy transformation, but
we are thinking about how to
carry it out sustainably.
Energy transformation is
already happening, which is
confirmed by the fact that
just in 2019 Poles built home
installations adding up to
800 MW.
I understand the need to start the
transformation and I see the opportunities associated with it but there are
also threats, which need to be honestly discussed: the rising costs of living
in Europe, the potential decrease in
the standard of living for our citizens,
the lack of affordable and secure energy, or the question of re-qualification
of mining industry workers.

prepared five scenarios for the transformation of the Polish economy. The
strategy will include the most optimal
scenario, depending on the technological choices and the goal we want
to achieve: whether we want to move
towards a new zero-emission economy or move towards a more realistic
goal that could be handled by our
economy
Four out of these five scenarios assume investment in nuclear energy
at some stage. Such investment pays
off only after a very long time. Nuclear
energy is currently the subject of debate between the ministries.
Solar is booming in Poland but the onshore wind still finds itself limited by
the 10H rule. Can we expect this rule
to be amended throughout 2020?
Certainly, in the next 30 years, we
would like to increase the power generated from the wind on land and at
sea. Especially that in the perspective
of 30 years we can count on lowering
the prices of low-emission technologies, including wind and solar energy.
Their installation costs have already
become cheaper.

The debate around nuclear energy
continues, though many market players expressed doubt that it can become a reality. What are the pros and
cons that the Government is weighing to make this decision?
In the course of work on the Strategy for Transformation into a Climate-Neutral Economy, we have
poland energy industry 2020
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CHALLENGES ON ENTERING THE MARKET
In terms of barriers to market entry, there are few regulatory obstacles for investors seeking to obtain a license to operate
in the energy sector. The prospective licensee must have:
•
•
•
•
•

its seat in the EU, European Free Trade Area (‘EFTA’), Switzerland or Turkey;
sufficient financial resources to ensure proper performance;
registration as a Value-Added Tax (‘VAT’) payer;
a clean criminal and tax record;
appropriately qualified staff.

The Energy Regulatory Office
(URE) is responsible for regulation
in the energy sector as well as
promotion of competition. Its goal
is to balance interests of energy
companies and consumers.

•
•
•
•

issuance of operating licenses (all activities barring the trading of electricity on the Polish Power Exchange);
setting of tariffs for electricity, gas and heating;
management of the auction system, which determines the allocation of state subsidies for projects;
implementation and enforcement of legislation, including the imposition of financial penalties for non-compliance.

This is a limited scope of action when compared with other states in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (‘OECD’). Indeed, the OECD calculates URE’s scope of action at 0.5 (out of a maximum of 6 points), below the
average of 1.5.
In terms of its independence, URE scores slightly below the OECD average of 1.8 points. Although the president of the
URE is selected via an open process on the basis of merit, the prime minister finalizes the appointment, potentially undermining independence and impartiality. Nonetheless, the current president of the URE, Rafal Gawin, is a technocrat with
professional expertise in the energy sector. URE has previously challenged the PiS government, raising competition concerns over state acquisitions of power and heating assets, and criticizing electricity price caps. It also rates highly in terms
of its accountability, scoring 3 points against an OECD average of 1.6.

Energy Regulatory Office
(URE)
Key Indicators

INDEPENDENCE

poland

1.52

OECD
AVERAGE

1.68

ACCOUNTABILITY

2.75

1.47

SCOPE OF ACTION

0.5

1.43

In December 2019 URE hosted the largest
auction for renewable energy in Europe.
Are you satisfied with how the process
unfolded?
We performed 12 auctions between 25th
November and 13th December 2019.
Most auctions were dedicated to new installations but a number of them were dedicated to already existing ones, providing
the option to move from the passing-out
support scheme (based on green certificates) to the newly introduced one.

We auctioned approximately
90 TWh of electricity which
corresponds to 2,2 GW of installed capacity in wind power, and about 1 GW in small
PV installations. The auctions
were also dedicated to biogas, biomass and hydropower
installations, however they
did not receive vast interest.
With regards to wind power, is there
still capacity left which can be actioned
throughout 2020?

source: OECD, The 2018 Indicators on the Governance of Sector Regulators
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OECD’s Product Market Regulation (PMR) survey takes stock of the extent to
which a country’s laws and regulation foster competition. The survey is published
every five years and in 2018, the indicators were calculated for 38 countries.
The indicators vary from 0 to 6 from the most to the least effective governance
arrangements.
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Rafal
GAWIN
President

Energy Regulatory Office
(URE)

Meanwhile, the Office for Competition and Consumer Protection (‘OCCRP’) – and, where there is a community aspect, the
European Commission – must vet mergers and acquisitions for potential competition concerns.
The Energy Regulatory Authority (‘URE’) is responsible for the oversight of all energy markets. In this capacity, the primary
mandate of URE includes the:
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This will depend on the industry, but we
have already reached approximately 70%
of the maximum volume TWh in the previous auctions. One can conclude that there
are no more projects, as if there were, they
would have been auctioned in 2019.

At the beginning of 2019, a price freeze
for electricity was imposed for households
and a few other categories of consumers.
Can you explain what were the circumstances that mandated this measure?
This measure was implemented by the government to protect customers against the
rapid changes in electricity prices. Approximately 75% of Poland’s electricity production is based on coal so the price surge in
CO2 emissions naturally impacts energy
prices. The vision of the government was
right, but the question remains if the measures that were applied were most efficient.
Our involvement in the implementation of
these measures started in 2019. We have
to monitor if energy companies are fulfilling
their obligations, and if not, start proceedings in order to penalize them. Currently,
the government is thinking about ex post
measures to compensate the customers
hurt by the changes of electricity prices.
Do you believe that companies are truly
open to the idea of energy transition and
undertaking the necessary measures?
Some companies in Poland, including both
producers and suppliers, are only regulated
to some extent through licensing and monitoring. However, infrastructure companies
are regulated to the full extent, starting
with licensing and ending with tariffs.
These companies are obligated to implement changes aligned with energy transition to stay active on the market.

that needs to be collected and managed
in a proper way. Companies need to invest
significantly to fulfill set goals in due time.
Our role is to implement incentives for
companies to be more willing to invest in
smart infrastructure so that the country
can reach its energy transition goals
How do you expect the COVID-19 outbreak to impact business this year and in
the long term?
One visible effect is reduced demand for
electricity, caused by limited production
volumes and the general slowdown of the
economy. Electricity prices on the Polish
Power Exchange (TGE) are getting lower
and the same is true for the costs of CO2
emission allowances.
The government reacted very quickly and
introduced a bill called “anti-crisis shield”
– a general solution dedicated to all entrepreneurs and all sectors. Nevertheless, the
whole economy and each sector may face
the need to adopt austerity measures and
my role will be to propose and assess those
proposals bearing in mind that households
and customers cannot be the only ones
who suffer the consequences.

There is a requirement for investment in
infrastructure and IT. There are billions of
active users on the market which means
that there is a significant amount of data
poland energy industry 2020
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Undersecretary of State

Ministry of State
Assets

The Ministry of State Assets came
into being in late 2019, after the Ministry of Energy was closed down. The
energy department covers matters of
energy, energy resources and fuels.
Zbigniew Gryglas is primarily responsible for offshore wind development.

Mister Gryglas, you recently joined
the Ministry of Assets with a mission
to support offshore wind development in Poland. What is your vision
for this sector?

Poland recently opted out of EU’s
goal to achieve carbon neutrality by
2050. How far do you think Poland
can go during this time, what is a realistic expectation in your view?

The ambition is to have almost 20% of
our future energy production coming
from offshore wind farms by 2040.
This translates into approximately 10
GW of electricity - maybe more, given
how quickly technology is improving.
It is a huge endeavor as you can tell.
According to our calculations the investment will be as high as PLN 120
billion (~ EUR 40 billion).

Listen, our starting point is different
from many western countries. France
gets the majority of its energy from
nuclear, whereas we still rely on coal
for about 80% of our needs.

But the vision extends way beyond
production, we have an opportunity
to develop a new branch in our economy. We are yet to install any windmills
on the Polish coast and even so we
have hundreds of companies that are
producing goods for this sector - be it
foundations, cables, towers etc. One
thing we are missing is turbine assembly, but I am confident that world wide
leaders will consider opening up a factory locally, given the massive volume
of units we will need.
It is indeed impressive how robust
the local supply chain is - do you have
any intention to bind developers to
source components locally?
We do not want to force investors, local or international, to use a particular
source for their components. Foreign
investors are welcome and appreciated here, as is the case with Orsted
(cooperating with PGE Baltica), or
Equinor (working with Polenergia).
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POLICY
DIRECTION
Coal is (still) king in Poland, but global
realities are forcing a rethink. The Energy Policy of Poland for 2040 (‘EPP
2040’) envisages that the share of coal
in the generation of electricity should
fall from 80% to 56-60% by 2030,
with the share of renewables rising
from some 11% to 21-23%. These
are modest steps, which are in any
case non-binding and therefore subject to potential changes in the political winds. The targets also fall below
those of the European Commission,
but the government argues that the
structural dominance of coal puts it in
a uniquely difficult position.

Pawel ZAJKOWSKI
Partner
Pydo i Wspólnicy

The Government advanced
a public investment programme of
From our European colleagues
we expect understanding towards the fact that we are in
an extremely different and
difficult position. We will
need time and money, and we
count on their support.
What about onshore wind? Can we
expect the distance rule to be adjusted
this year to allow new developments?
We made faulty decisions at times.
The rules we had in place initially were
too flexible, investors could build
farms almost everywhere. It is easy
to understand why local communities
responded with dissatisfaction, and
the 10H obligation is a consequence
of this.
Drawing lessons from this experience
is absolutely crucial, as we want to
fully avoid such conflicts for offshore.
We are choosing the zones with great
care, far from transportation routes,
beaches, fishing areas etc.

PLN 300 billion
(approx. EUR 66 billion)

The investment process in the field
of energy is complex, investors have
to prepare for many restrictions
resulting not only from Polish but
also EU regulations. Most often
challenges are related to the need
to obtain a large number of documents, problems with connecting
investments to existing infrastructure and even reluctance of local
communities.

to counteract the economic impact of the pandemic.
It is likely to secure some leeway on
this point, given the heavy economic
impact the Covid-19 pandemic will
have on industries such as coal. For
this reason, increased fiscal support
for such companies may be expected
in the one- to two-year outlook. Yet
the pandemic is likely to accelerate
the trend away from fossil fuels in
the longer term. Propping up the coal
industry, the profitability of which is
being eroded by the fact that imports
are cheaper, will become increasingly
unsustainable.
The declining profitability of coal will
prompt a shift towards low-carbon
technologies, namely renewables and
nuclear. Deficiencies in low-carbon
technologies, rising electricity prices
on the wholesale market, and competition from other EU Member States
provide strategic openings for early
movers.

Furthermore, as part of its PLN 300
billion (approx. EUR 66 billion, or 4.5%
of GDP) public investment programme
to counteract the economic impact of
the pandemic, the government will
prioritise environmental protection
projects, creating opportunities for
(foreign) investors with expertise.
The diversification of gas supplies
from Russia also provides an opportunity. The Baltic Pipe, the expansion of
Liquified Natural Gas (‘LNG’) and the
corresponding need for transmission
infrastructure are other areas in which
investment is needed.
The trend is towards feast rather than
famine, no matter the stalling in which
the government may engage.
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This being said, I am sure that Polish
products are an excellent option. First
off, our companies can deliver great
quality - Telefonica Kable for instance
holds 40% of the European market
share for offshore cables, a testament
to their good work. Secondly, it makes
sense to source components locally
rather than transport them from far
away places like Asia - the costs increase and the transport itself is often
not eco-friendly.

Ultimately our desire is in line with
that of the Union in the sense that
we want to move away from using
coal. However, the process itself will
not be easy. Offshore, photovoltaics,
maybe nuclear - they will all become
more relevant in our mix but coal will
continue to play its role, likely around
40%.
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Looking at the past 12 months, what regulatory
changes have impacted the energy sector in Poland
the most?

Christian

SCHNELL
Partner
Solivan

The capacity market was introduced in 2018 - can you
briefly explain the mechanism and how Poland plans
to back up its energy system?
The capacity market establishes a price for back-up
power through auctions, and the operator of the power plant gets paid for guaranteeing security of supply
to the grid. After 2018 and 2019 auctions for delivery
years 2021 – 2024 it becomes clear that the capacity
market is highly expensive with yearly costs of 5.5 billion zloty and awarded by 90% state-owned utilities.
As a result of these auctions, investment decisions for
a 1 GW coal power plant and a 1.4 GW CCGT plant
have been made. However, all experts doubt that the
awarded coal power plant will be ever constructed. As
of this year, coal can no longer participate in capacity
market auctions and the awarded plants will exit the
mechanism completely by 2034.
My vision for 2050 is that Poland’s energy needs will
be entirely covered by renewable sources, working in
tandem with really smart infrastructure and technology
in a decentralized system. Already we are seeing more
concern for energy efficiency measures and eventually
storage will come into play at a wide scale. These together should be enough to maintain a healthy system.
What about offshore wind farms? The general expectation is that the first ones will start production
in 2025.
In my view a more realistic expectation to start production is 2028. The support scheme included in the draft
Offshore Act to avoid auctions for the first 5 GW of
projects should not be accepted under EU regulation,
so it will need to be worked on further. Also the sea
area plan has not been established yet which generally
stops new permitting.

LS: There have been changes around environmental
and low emission schemes (i.e. the Winter Package)
and also with regards to the capacity market. The latter was introduced as a new support element allowing
construction of conventional generation units. In other
words, it created a new product for power companies aside from electricity, the holder of the capacity market
will also be allowed to sell availability of production.
In your experience, what are the most common pain
points experienced by the industry from a regulatory
perspective?
LS: Quality and stability of legislation comes to mind
first. Administrative proceedings have a very formal
approach and often it is unclear what is required, for
instance in permission terms. In my experience developers do not have a problem going through the process itself, as long as they are not interrupted by the
authorities.
Poland has great untapped potential in the
waste-to-energy space, what is the climate like at the
moment?
MB: The appetite of investors to invest in the WtE
installations is currently enormous. Undoubtedly, we
will see a sizable wave of new projects in the next two
years. At the moment we see an obvious deficit of
thermal treatment installations that can process RDF
or solid communal waste. Gate fees paid to operators
of waste-to-energy plants in Poland have skyrocketed
which means that there is very fertile ground for investors looking to grow in this space

Lukasz

SZATKOWSKI
Partner
CMS Law Firm

Marcin

BEJM

Partner
Head of Energy and Projects

CMS Law Firm

Pomeranian Special Economic
Zone (PSEZ) is one of 14 national
service centers covering the regions of Kujawsko-Pomorskie and
Pomorskie in Northern Poland.
It acts as a coordinator, granting
public aid, but also fosters entrepreneurship, attracts new investments & educates the business
community.

Przemyslaw
SZTANDERA

Can you give a brief overview of PSEZ
and the role that the organization
plays in the region?

4.0 is upon us and stands to entirely
change our world, so we find it important to educate students in this field.

We are covering 226 local communities across two key regions in Northern Poland, Kujawsko-Pomorskie and
Pomorskie, conveniently connected
by international airports, seaports and
highways, and benefitting from an excellent talent pool. The organization
works closely with local authorities
and regional economic, science, and
cultural communities to ensure efficient, adequate and complex information for various businesses.

How relevant is the energy sector for
your region, especially now that offshore wind reached its tipping point?

The zone is well tailored to a wide
range of business operations such
as manufacturing operations, services, and BPO. Since 2018 regulations
changed to better nourish the development of local SMEs. Companies
operating within the zone can be exempted from income tax by reason of
investment expenditure or the employment costs level specified in the
license.
How does PSEZ compare with other
special economic zones in Poland in
terms of the role you take on?
We have a slightly different profile
than other economic zones thanks to
our two scientific parks – Gdansk Science and Technology Park and Baltic
Port of New Technologies. In 2019,
we also launched the Industrial Robots Programming Centre on Ostrow
Island, which is one of the first centers
of this kind in Poland focused on training for vocational schools. Industry

CEO

Pomeranian Special
Economic Zone (PSEZ)

Energy is an integral part of the region’s economy. Many elements required for offshore wind farms have to
be constructed for practical reasons,
and we are pleased to already see a
healthy ecosystem of local services
ready to fulfill operators’ and manu-

facturers’ requirements, from cables
to ships. We are still waiting on the
final decision surrounding local content, and expect regulations to stipulate a minimum 50% share of services
and equipment to be locally sourced.
PSEZ owns properties close to the
bay which we can offer to investors
and we are also looking for land plots
which fulfill the requirements of our
investors, with further room to work
on the infrastructure if needed. If the
investor meets the requirements, we
can also grant them tax reliefs.

Are you planning to
EXPAND
your business activity?
LOOK no further!

Polish Investment Zone
Pomeranian Special Economic Zone
Income tax
exemptions

Additional
investment incentives

Assistance in
recruiting
qualified
employees

Industrial Robots
Programming Centre
and MOLANOTE labs

Networking
Services
Promotion of
Polish and
foreign markets
Vicinity
to seaports &
international
airports

Science &
Technology
Parks
Attractive
investment areas with
well developed
infrastructure

CONTACT US

www.strefa.gda.pl
invest@strefa.gda.pl
+48 58 740 43 00
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One indisputable fact is that Poland still needs coal in order to
keep the lights on. The Polish government has a legitimate interest
in handling a just transition and in my experience no one questions
the need for measures to safeguard energy security during this
time. While many green technologies have been deployed in recent
years, the question that remains is how to manage the transition
while not neglecting social issues.

Laszlo VARRO
Chief Economist

International Energy Agency (IEA)

Ceremony during St. Barbara, Patron Saint of Miners, Silesia
photo: Adobe Stock
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import of coal to Poland (mn tonnes)
(2008 - 2019)

19.2
14.15
10.34

10.81

16.7

14.99

13.3
10.19

10.53

2008

10.43

8.3

8.29

2019

By 2035 Poland will have to shut down 20 GW of capacity
(mainly coal) almost half of all power plants
operating today.

a prolonged farewell to black gold
by Robert Tomaszewski, Senior Energy Analyst, Polityka Insight

Although coal is still responsible for roughly three quarters of electricity produced in Poland, its
importance has decreased slowly yet consistently. Poland is the largest hard coal producer in the
EU and the 9th largest in the world. The coal mining sector provides fuel for the production of
electricity and energy and for the steel industry, which in turn, impacts all facets of the economy.
The mining sector is dominated by stated owned companies, with the Polish Mining Group taking
center stage. It accounts for 1% of GDP and 1% of total employment.

Hard coal mining in Poland (mn tonnes)
(2000 - 2019)

103.3

61.6

2019

In 2019, Polish mines produced 61.6 million tonnes of hard coal
1.8 million tonnes less than in 2018
and the least since World War II.
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In February state-owned companies
abandoned the last project of this
kind - Ostrołęka C - because no financial institution (not even state-owned
banks) intended to lend money for the
investment. Existing coal power plants
will be gradually replaced by renewable energy and gas.
The second most urgent problem of
the coal sector is that of decreasing
efficiency coupled with rising costs.
Mines in Poland are old - the newest
was opened more than 25 years ago
- and deep, which causes geological
difficulties. Shallow deposits have already been exhausted, meaning that

miners have to dig deeper, bringing
costs up and productivity down.
In 2019, 739 tonnes of coal were produced per one employee of the mining sector in Poland, 115 tonnes less
than in 2016. By comparison, in 2018
an average miner in the United States
extracted more than 10.000 tonnes of
coal. One of the main reasons for such
crass ineffectiveness is the fact that
the salaries of miners are not linked
to the financial results of the mines.
As a result, remunerations are pretty
much the same both in profitable and
unprofitable mines, which leads to
money problems.

Head of Strategic Customers
Division

PKO Bank Polski

We still handle old financing which
was contracted for the long term,
but the intention is to not offer new
money for coal mining.
Going forward, we will be financing
the transformation of the energy
sector and renewable energy. We
already have the significant portfolio when it comes to wind farms
(around PLN 1 billion) and we expect photovoltaics to also become
part of our activity in light of new
regulations in this segment.

The biggest challenge faced by the
industry revolves around EU climate
policy, which significantly reduces
the demand for coal. The largest coal
recipient - the energy sector - needs
fewer resources than ever as a consequence of the rising prices of CO2
emission allowances. This phenomenon drastically limits the profitability
of energy production from fossil fuels.
In 2019, coal accounted for 73.6% of
electricity production in Poland, almost 5% less than the year before and
18% less than in 2009. As for now,
there are no plans to build additional
large coal-fired power plants.

photo: JSW Operational

2000

photo: Adobe Stock

coal & co.

Ilona WOLYNIEC
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In 2019, mines recorded a combined net loss of

PLN 1 billion
(approx. EUR 220 million)

If you look at the stock valuations of
our largest companies you will notice
they dropped dramatically, they are
worth one fifth of the value they had
when they were listed, 8-10 years
ago. It is not related to COVID-19.
We are at a point when the government should propose some direction,
restructuring, and offer new incentives to protect value. Business as
usual is not the strategy for now.

compared to a net profit of PLN 1 billion in 2018.

Since 1989, the energy policy of various alternating governments has been
taken hostage by the miners’ strong
position. During prosperous times,
they expanded their privileges and
gained new ones, and during times of
crisis they forced multi-billion support
from the state budget or the energy
sector. Politicians - regardless of party
affiliations - defended coal to sustain
support among miners. Cheap fuel
from Silesian mines was also a guarantee of low energy bills. However, the
sharp rise in electricity prices, caused
by more expensive CO2 allowances, dismantled this assumption. As a
result, moving away from coal is no
longer a political taboo.

Nevertheless, a quick coal-exit for
Poland will not, and cannot happen.
“Black gold” will remain the most important fuel for the energy sector for
a dozen or so years, but its role will
decrease significantly faster than the
government is assuming. This process may speed up even further due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, as miners
cannot use their strongest weapon:
mass demonstrations, which have always disciplined politicians. On the
other hand, an inevitable coronavirus-induced economic slowdown will
depress coal demand further, forcing
the government to heal the sector by
closing the least profitable mines.

Polska Grupa Gornicza (PGG)
is the largest mining company
in Europe as well as the largest hard coal producer in the
European Union. The company plays a strategic role for
Poland’s energy security and
employs 42,000 people.

As the largest coal producer, PGG sits
at the center of the debate about energy transition in Poland. Can you introduce the context of this transition?
As background, it is essential to point
out that in 1990 coal accounted for as
much as 98% of Poland’s energy mix.
The maximum output of hard coal in Poland was around 200 million tones and
now it’s more or less 60 million tones
only. The employment has been reduced
from 400,000 miners at the end of the
80’s to around 80,000 today. In effect
over the past 30 years we have reduced
coal use by 19%, a progress that is in line
with what other countries in the region
have achieved, such as the Czech Republic, Romania or Bulgaria.

Pawel URBANSKI
CEO
Inven Group

EBITDA OF THE LARGEST ENERGY COMPANIES IN POLAND
(pln millions)

Thinking about the energy
transition we need to figure out
how to maintain the health of
the value chain, which is very
challenging. We can liquidate
mines but the question remains
of what to place in their stead.
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*PKN Orlen aquired 80% of Energa`s share capital in April 20202
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The difference is that our historical position was very different starting out. Our
country has experienced two transition
processes in the past and there are valuable lessons to be learnt from them. In
Lower Silesia the process was very quick
and harsh, with tragic results for the region - reestablishing economic growth

Tomasz
ROGALA
CEO
Polska Grupa Gornicza
(Polish Mining Group)
was very difficult and the impact is still
noticeable today. By comparison, the
transition in Upper Silesia had a slower
pace and the present economic wealth
of the region is comparable with other
well performing parts of the country.
This is an experience we should look at
and draw lessons from as we are taking
this new leap.
What are in your view the key factors
to be kept in mind as this transition
unfolds, in order to ensure it happens
in a sustainable manner?
Firstly we should seek out ways to
maintain a competitive value chain
generated today by our coal industry.
PGG hires 42,000 people, paid 50%
higher than the average income in
Upper Silesia. Our annual turnover is
EUR 2,5 billion, yearly investments in
technology and equipment typically
amount to EUR 200 million and we
generate EUR 800 million in taxes.
A second aspect is that of Poland’s energy independence. We can increase
the use of natural gas but we should
strive to lessen the dependence on
Eastern partners, which have created
certain issues in the past. If we gear up
for diversification then we might be
ready to take new steps in this transition.
The vision set forth by the EU aims to
phase out coal by 2050. Do you see this
as a reasonable timeline for Poland?

our workers and existing ecosystem.
What I find interesting is that the European Commission promised support
to mining regions for this transition,
but the value they advanced is EUR
4,8 billion. This should serve 41 mining regions for a duration of seven
years, which means each region would
receive less than EUR 20 million per
year. To put this figure in perspective and understand how much help
it truly is, EUR 20 million is the same
amount PGG delivers to the market
every three days.
Secondly, we have to keep in mind
the competitiveness of the European
economy compared to other geographies. It is becoming increasingly
difficult to compete with products
from China for instance because they
do not carry the burden of CO2 payments.
What objectives are you pursuing
with priority in the coming two to
three years?
Our priority now is to understand
what demand for coal to expect, so as
to plan accordingly. European markets
are changing very fast and any investments we make now will yield results
in 2025-2030. We are working on an
internal study that seeks to understand realistic demand schedules so
as to plan future investments.

I see it as a very ambitious policy. We
wish to take new steps towards decarbonization but we also answer to
poland energy industry 2020
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of our value chain. It is a considerable
challenge but also an opportunity to
strengthen our position in the market.
The key assumption is the economically rational transformation of ENEA
Group’s assets into a modern energy
producer.
What are the key elements you have
considered in the new strategy, that
will support the company through this
energy transition?

Miroslaw
KOWALIK
President

Enea

Enea is the second largest energy
group in Poland The company employs over 16,000 people and sells
electricity to 2,6 million customers,
including individual consumers, small
and medium-sized companies, as well
as large industrial plants.

Just three years back you introduced
Enea’s strategy, and now you are announcing an updated version. What
prompted this change?
The social, political, and economic circumstances have evolved considerably
in the last three years and this is why we
decided to change some of our already
existing strategic goals. The dynamic
circumstances of today’s world interact
with our activity and urgently require
our response. In addition, many targets,
which the Group had set with regard to
2025, had already been reached.
We are a part of changes that are taking
place in our environment, that’s why
we are adapting our business model to
key market trends, using advanced and
accessible technologies at all stages
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The question of climate protection is
one of the key issues discussed at the
European level, and we are determined
to support the execution of EU goals.
We envisage a sustainable expansion of
generation capacities and a responsible
change in the energy generation mix.
In 2030, 41% of the Group’s electricity
generation will come from gas and RES.
The goal is to raise this rate to 60% by
2035.

A great part in hanging the
Group’s energy generation
mix will be played by renewables. The prospect RES share
in the total energy generation
will rise almost fourfold and
will amount to 33% in 2030,
with the view to stabilize by
2035.
What do you have in mind more specifically when it comes to making use
of new technologies?
Our goal is to innovate in all areas of
the Group’s activities - from operations to products and services, which
will change the operational model of
the whole Group and contribute to our
growth. We estimate that in 2030 the
value of our new business lines will total PLN 360 million, which will constitute 7-12% of the Group’s EBITDA.

Investments in developing and employing advanced technologies will allow
us to transform into a multi-service
company, offering integrated product
and service lines for our customers.
We want to be active in the sales of
energy service system operators, e.g.
for micro-networks, developing micro
and macro clusters as regards energy,
e-mobility or prosumers.
Can you expand on your objectives
related to renewable energy and what
investments you have planned?
We plan to invest PLN 64 billion in total by 2035. The investments in new
generation capacities, supporting the
transformation of the company into a
low emission energy producer, will require financing amounting to PLN 22
billion. PLN 14.7 billion will go directly
to RES. Technology wise, we will focus
mainly in PV, biomass, biogas and wind
farm projects.
Responsibly undertaken diversification
of the Group’s generation portfolio will
bring about measurable environmental
results. ENEA’s goal is to achieve a 30%
reduction in the unit CO2 emissions by
2030 to 550 kg CO2 /MWh. By 2035
this rate will drop to 434 kg CO2/MWh.
Conventional energy has been a pillar
for Enea’s business in the past, how
do you see its role in the company’s
future?
One of the main objects of the updated Strategy is the economically rational
transformation of the generation capacities, which is to take place in such
a way that the financial security and
stability be maintained. Conventional
energy stabilizes the system, and they
have to be part of our energy system to
secure the renewable sources, for example photovoltaics or ind farms whose
effectiveness is subject to weather and
seasonal conditions.
In brief, we work towards a reasonable, just transformation that will give
a chance for well balanced change and
safety for the energy system.

Could you give us a few examples of projects you are
working on and their industrial applicability?
One example of harnessing our knowledge and resources
is project RECOVERY, which focuses on land rehabilitation
and ecological restoration of coal mining-affected areas,
aiming to accelerate the recovery of degraded and transformed ecosystems to a good ecosystem status.

Artur

DYCZKO

Deputy Chairman of the Board for Strategy
and Development
JSW (Jastrzebska Spolka Węglowa)
You recently concluded JSW’s strategy for 2030. What
are the key elements of this long term vision?
The strategy revolves around maintaining leadership in
coking coal production in Europe. We find ourselves in
a favorable position now that coking coal has been listed
among the EU Critical Raw Materials, hence it has a vital
impact on the European economy.
The EU has historically been and will remain in a structural
shortage of coking coal, which is why it is a major importer of this raw material. Currently, among all EU countries
only Poland produces coking coal (about 11 million tons
per year) together with Czech Republic (about 1.5 million
tons in 2018) which is expected to shut down production
soon. The demand from the steel industry exceeds mining
capacity of EU countries by approx. 40 million tons.
This critical need for steel is counterbalanced by high
pressure to reduce CO2 emissions. How are you navigating these two strategic interests?

Our imagination is the only barrier in terms of how
post-mining areas can be transformed. Poland has not been
handling it very well however, the standard approach is to
destroy verything, and at the institute, we look for ways to
achieve “smart closure”. Mines are located in the centers
of many Polish cities, making it crucial to close them down
in a properly planned manner. We can reuse geothermal
water, methane as an energy source, and turn the locations
into logistics centers, waste storage or green energy facilities. Ultimately we should extract post-mining assets and
maximize the resources at hand.
Poland has some of the most polluted cities in Europe. Are
there any solutions you are working on to address this?
Ensuring high air quality levels is an old priority of the mining industry, but indeed it has now become a general population concern. We developed award-winning equipment
to address this, known as The Dust Air Personal Controller,
of which the basic function is to share and expand information about the environment, and particularly to provide local communities and administration with access to full and
diverse information concerning smog hazards.
Do you believe Poland will manage to walk a healthy path
on the way to reducing coal dependency?
A just transition rests at the heart of this conversation and I
would say I am cautiously optimistic. The problems are not
technical or organizational, but rather to do with people’s
mentality.

CO2 allowances have increased by 264% in the past 18
months so we are well motivated to take steps towards
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Since 2017 we have
been estimating the carbon footprint of all companies of
the JSW Capital Group in accordance with the GHG Protocol standard, looking for ways to optimize our work.
One goal is to maximize the economic use of methane.
This is a by-product of coking coal extraction and production, and EU fees count methane release as part of CO2
emissions. We are now using the most modern technology
to capture methane and use it for electricity generation.
Hydrogen separation from coking gas is also one of our
ongoing projects - the intention is to join the producers of
this ultra pure gas, called the fuel of the future.

Jan

BONDARUK

Deputy Director for Environmental Engineering

GIG (Central Mining Institute)
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ENEA
As one of the largest energy groups in Poland Enea produces, transmits and sells electricity
to homes and businesses all across the country. The company owns Kozienice Power Plant
which is the largest power plant generating energy from hard coal in Poland.

6.3 gw
2.6 m
Miroslaw
KOWALIK

President of the
Management Board

installed
electrical power
recipients of
distribution services

15.1 TWh

sales of electricity
and gas in q1-q3 2019

21.6 %

share in the
steam coal market

biggest
players
in poland

tauron

pkn orlen

TAURON Polska Energia S.A. is the mother company
in the TAURON Group – one of the largest business
entities in Poland, with approximately PLN 16 bil.
equity and approximately 25 000 employees. Core
businesses of the TAURON Group include hard
coal mining, generation, distribution and supply of
electricity and heat.

PKN ORLEN is currently the largest fuels company
in Central and Eastern Europe, boasting a network of
over 2,679 stations in the region out of which 1,749
are in Poland. The Company exceeded its average annual LIFO-based EBITDA target set for 2017–2018
by PLN 400m, posting an annual average LIFO-based
EBITDA of PLN 9.2bn.

generation will come from gas
and RES. The goal is to raise this
rate to 60% by 2035.

Filip
GREZGORCZYK

POLSKA
GRUPA
ENERGETYCZNA

Wojciech
DABROWSKI

President of the
Management Board

PGE
TAURON

17.78 gwe
5.33 m

The energy market in Poland consists mainly of energy
groups: ENEA, PGE, Tauron, Energa* and Innogy. These
companies also dominate the distribution market.

16.2 TWh

installed in PGE CG
served by sales companies of PGE CG

43.29 m tons

lignite extraction

293 686 km

length of power lines

18.3 %

in PGE CG
operated by PGE CG

of poland’s steam
coal resources
3 coal mines

gross electricity
production

TOTAL CAPACITIES
electricity consumers

CEO

*In April 2020 PKN Orlen successfully acquired
80% of Energa S.A. share capital, marking the
largest ever transaction in Poland’s energy and
fuels market.

23 %
innogy

Daniel
OBAJTEK

President of the
Board and CEO

PGE

enea
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envisions that 41% of electricity

PGE Capital Group is Poland’s largest energy sector
company with respect to sales revenues and net profit.
Through a combination of its own fuel resources, power
generation and distribution networks, PGE guarantees
power supply to over 5 million households, businesses
and institutions.

energa
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In 2030, Enea Group’s strategy

5.5 m

8 conventional power plants
and CHP plants
4 wind farms
34 hydroelectric plants

3
1749

refineries across
poland, czech rep.
and lithuania
fuel stations
in poland
2,679 stations in the region

of poland’s
distribution
territory
Largest electricity distributor
in Poland

customers
Second largest electricity
supplier in Poland
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Gas: paving a path for energy independence

PGNiG is the leader in Poland
for exploration and production of natural gas and crude
oil. Through its key companies,
PGNiG is also active in the areas of import, storage, sale
and distribution of gas and liquid fuels, as well as heat and
electricity generation.

Poland has been taking steps to diversify its gas supply in order to guarantee national energy security. It has the potential
to become a gas hub for the whole region.
Gas power plants are an ideal backup source for wind farm or PV installations. They emit less CO2, are more flexible and
achieve full power in a few minutes after start-up, in contrast to coal power plants that need at least eight hours. Government officials see gas as the transition fuel that can help Poland shift its energy system from coal to cleaner sources.
Consequently, gas share in the country’s electricity production is rising - in 2019 it reached 8.8% compared to 7.2% in 2018
and only 2% in 2014. Today Poland uses 18-19 bcm of gas per year, but forecasts assume an increase in consumption to
29 bcm by 2030.
The Polish gas market is dominated by PGNiG (revenue of PLN 42 billion in 2019, ~EUR 9 billion), a vertically integrated
and state-controlled company. It is the largest producer of crude oil and gas in Poland. It is also engaged in the imports,
storage, sale and distribution of gas and liquid fuels, as well as in heat and electric power generation. PGNiG’s monopoly is
guarded by amendments to the Act on Fuel Reserves introduced in 2016 and 2017 limiting the profitability of gas imports
by private companies. As a result, PGNiG’s share in the retail market in 2016-2018 increased from 74% to 82%. However,
under pressure from the European Commission, the government might soon loosen these rules, making it easier for private
entities to compete with PGNiG. The company’s monopoly will be threatened by the release of household gas prices by
the end of 2024.

20%
of demand.

Most of the imported gas comes from Russia. This is a result of the Yamal contract with Gazprom, which obliges PGNiG
to receive and pay at least 85% of the contracted volumes (8.7 bcm per year) until the end of 2022. Today Poland has the
technical ability to cover all of its gas requirements from other sources, thanks to the LNG terminal in Świnoujście. Within
four years of its launching, the terminal accounted for almost 23% of natural gas imports, while the deliveries from Russia
reached a share of 60%, down from around 90% in 2015. Though to achieve full gas independence Poland needs to build
more infrastructure, especially since the government is not planning to extend the Yamal contract after 2022.

The Polish gas market is
dominated by

pgnig

82% share in the retail
market

imports of natural gas to poland
(bcm, 2007-2019)
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The international arbitration court recently ruled in PGNiG’s favor in the dispute against Gazprom. What led to this
conflict in the first place?
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Poland relies on gas imports
to meet the growing needs
of households and industry;
domestic gas covers only

other foreign suppliers
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For the past years PGNiG has been
bound by a long term contract with
Gazprom and two essential issues came
out of this experience: one relates to
non-market based practices, which have
found confirmation in the Stockholm
arbitration. The other has to do with
supply disruptions, which have been experienced and which adversely impact
our sense of security with regards to
supplies from the East.

Piotr

SZLAGOWSKI - BUDACZ
Director of Strategy
PGNiG

proach will be adopted for pipeline gas
imports.
LNG imports have increased noticeably, is this a direction that PGNiG is prioritizing now?
It is not about us prioritizing LNG over
pipeline gas, rather that the LNG market is developing very quickly and its
linkage with European trading hubs is
ever stronger. This increase has not only
happened in Poland, rather it is a general
trend visible in Europe. We are, however, indeed substantially benefitting from
this market change.

Our response to these issues was twofold. On one side a motion for arbitration
in order to adjust long term contractual
rules to changing market conditions.
And on the other we looked to build a
different strategic position for PGNiG,
in order to depart from a position of the
vulnerable partner in this equation. That
is why diversification projects, notably
the LNG terminal in Świnoujście and
the Baltic Pipe, were undertaken and
why PGNiG booked its capacities. The
end game is to strategically build up our
position for future negotiations with all
our partners.

The outbreak of COVID-19 is affecting
businesses around the world. Do you
already have a sense of how it will affect PGNiG’s business?

Who do you expect will be the main
partners for gas imports for Poland going forward?

This is particularly problematic for companies which have big exposure to oil
price risks but for us, luckily, it has not
caused too much disturbance. When
you look at our portfolio of assets you
will notice that it is well balanced: we
have gas distribution and electricity
generation which stabilize us during difficult times in the oil market. Additionally, we have our own domestic and for-

It is too early to say but we will likely
seek a diversified portfolio. For LNG for
instance we have partners from Qatar
and the US, but also European counter parts that we trade with on shorter
terms. I can imagine that a similar ap-

It is particularly interesting to note that
we have two crises unfolding at the
same time. One is the price war between oil producers, which drove prices
low. Additionally, now we have entered
a second crisis on the demand side: due
to COVID-19 people are sitting at their
homes, not driving cars, not flying etc.,
hence the demand is experiencing significant stress.

eign upstream production which benefit
greatly when oil & gas prices are high,
and we also have a strong position in
trading and retail, which - on the contrary - benefit when the prices are low.
It is important to note that given that we
operate critical infrastructure, this crisis
did not catch us unprepared.
Have work conditions changed in any
way?
We operate critical infrastructure supporting of which is our main task now. It
is important to emphasize that this challenge did not catch us unprepared - we
have had drills and established procedures in place, now it was just a matter
of implementing them.

Gas is likely to stay with us for
another several decades as a
transitional fuel. In Poland and
elsewhere its role will grow until
a certain point, as we are phasing out oal based generation of
electricity. In a longer perspective, however, we will have to
find a new way forward. In our
view hydrogen and green gases
have particularly big potential.
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Infrastructure expansion

There have been talks about Poland becoming a gas hub,
what makes it a good candidate?

Gaz-System (the national gas network operator) has begun preparations for
the building of the Polish-Danish-Norwegian Baltic Pipe (with 10 bcm capacity) and the expansion of the LNG terminal in Świnoujście (from 5 to 7.5 bcm).
The Swinoujscie investments are to be completed in 2022 and 2023. Moreover,
Gaz-System has started the expansion of the national transmission network and
the construction of interconnectors with Lithuania, Czech Republic and Slovakia,
which are supposed to increase Poland’s export capacity from 3 to 20 bcm. Most
projects are still in the investment phase – they will be finalized within a few
years. The government also made the preliminary decision to build a so-called
floating LNG terminal (FSRU). According to recent announcements, it is meant
to be in place by 2025.

The answer is infrastructure, and the fact that Poland can
act as a passageway to neighboring countries. The Baltic
Pipe is the main reason, but there are a few other projects
underway, such as the terminal in Swinoujscie and the
floating terminal to be installed in Gdansk. We are going to
almost double our transmission capabilities within the next
decade.

As for becoming a regional gas hub, Poland does have potential. However sooner or later European regulations will push gas away from the energy market –
otherwise reaching climate neutrality by 2050 would be impossible – replacing it eventually with hydrogen and biogas. That creates a new set of risks for
countries engaged in various phases of energy transition. If Europe speeds up
anti-fossil fuel regulations, the majority of the brand new gas infrastructure in
Poland will turn into stranded assets.
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Marcin

From a technical perspective, how difficult is it to switch
power plants from coal to gas?

Vice President
Polish LNG Platform

Not very complicated actually. We need to demolish part
of the installation but we operate in the same area and can
use many of the surrounding facilities, while replacing just
the heart of the plant.

Could you introduce the advantages of LNG, as well as
the role you envision it playing in today’s economy?

There are many advantages. CO2 levels are much lower,
and gas units are very flexible. You can switch them on
from sleep mode to full running mode in just a few minutes,
which makes them a great complement to wind energy.

PLOCHARSKI

There are three main reasons for embracing LNG: economy, ecology and availability. Gas is cheaper than other
sources, and benefits from various tax reliefs. For example, Germany instituted a zero road toll for LNG powered
vehicles. Poland will also launch the Low Emission Transport National Fund in 2020, which will benefit electric and
gas run vehicles. It is also far cleaner than diesel, and incomparable superior to heavy marine fuels. Gas is already
widely available and we do not need to wait for technological breakthroughs to start using it.
What if we compare it to electric vehicles?

Such a vision needs to be driven from a central level. Are
authorities in Poland interested to pursue this alternative?
I believe so. There are many other investments underway,
such as the expansion of Dolna Odra power plant with
two new gas units which will generate 1,4 GW, the same
as Ostroleka. Things are moving also in the case of smaller
plants, which serve district heating systems such as Zeran
(under construction) or Siekierki (planned). Nevertheless
we need to recover 30-40 years, and take the time to turn
ideas into real projects.

We can only draw comparisons based on what is feasible
under present day conditions. Electricity is not yet viable
for long haul transportation due to storage limitations batteries weigh up to 5-10 tons, and in Europe we have a
40 ton limit for the entire truck, not to mention charging
hassles.
There still seems to be a long road to walk before Poland
develops a strong LNG footprint – what do you consider
to be the main challenges?

POLAND
GERMANY

NETHERLANDS

5

One inescapable fact is that the Polish gas sector is dominated by one main player, which always presents a set of
challenges. If we ever want to become a hub and attract
more players, we need to move away from the monopoly
model and allow for transparent and diversified gas supply
and trading mechanisms, as well as favorable regulations.
Usage of LNG in marine is also problematic, as Polish bunkering regulations need fundamental change.
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OIL: Building A champion to get cheaper fuel
By merging Orlen and Lotos, two of the biggest Polish oil companies, the government wants to create a champion capable
of playing a major role in the European market, and also get cheaper oil from Russia.
Poland has four oil refineries. The biggest one in Płock is owned by PKN Orlen, the dominant player with a revenue of PLN
111 billion in 2019 (~ EUR 24 billion) that is also under the control of the state. Orlen has also two smaller facilities in the
towns of Trzebinia and Jedlicze. The second largest refinery is in Gdańsk and is controlled by Lotos (PLN 29,4 billion in 2019
~ EUR 6 billion), also a state-owned company. In 2018, Polish refineries processed record-high amounts of crude oil – 27
mln tonnes, 7.4% more than in 2017. The growing demand for fuels reflects the acceleration of the Polish economy and
effective governmental measures aimed at limiting the volume of illicit fuels.

In 2018, 96% of the crude
oil processed at refineries
was imported and more
than 75% of it came from
Russia through the Druzhba
pipeline.

Share of crude oil supplies to Polish refineries
(%, 2018)
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Poland remains heavily reliant on imports of crude oil – in 2018, 96% of the crude oil processed at refineries was imported
and more than 75% of it came from Russia through the Druzhba pipeline. However, crude oil from Russia is different from
Russian gas. Poland has diversified its oil supplies and in the event of a crisis, Lotos and Orlen may draw in the necessary
commodity by sea through the oil terminal in Gdańsk. This is why Poland treats oil as a normal commodity, contrary to gas
and Eastern European countries where it is still a geopolitical tool. Therefore, the Polish government does not want to stop
buying Russian oil, but looks for solutions to make it cheaper. One of them is a merger of Orlen and Lotos.
The consolidation would create Poland’s largest company with an annual turnover of over PLN 140 billion (~ EUR 30 billion), one that would also control 90% of the country’s wholesale fuel market. Orlen-Lotos will have more leverage when
purchasing Russian oil, it will also be able to reduce administrative costs, the cost of refinery operations and fuel logistics.
The merger would combine companies that complement one another – Lotos has a well-developed segment of oil and gas
exploration, while Orlen – a petrochemical. On the other hand, the merger might affect consumers – there is a risk that
without any significant competitors, as a de facto monopolist, the company would raise fuel prices.

Robert BRZOZOWSKI
Vice President of the Management Board
UNIMOT
Short term, the question is how the market will look after the merger of PKN Orlen and Lotos. We see it as a huge opportunity to
purchase some of PKN Orlen’s stations and develop our retail business at a high speed, because we have a good vision about the
role retail stations will play in the future. We trust they will go more and more in the direction of convenience shops - now that
the Government decided to close shops on Sundays for instance, we see a huge jump in our stations performance.
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In February 2018, Orlen signed a letter of intent to acquire Lotos from
the government – as the state holds
the controlling stake of 53.2%. In July
2019 the company submitted to the
European Commission an official request for the takeover of Lotos. Orlen
must convince Brussels antitrust authorities that the proposed acquisition does not threaten effective competition in the Polish wholesale and
retail fuel businesses, which will not
be easy.
To take over Lotos, Orlen may be
forced to sell some of its petrol stations and infrastructure. But the
right-wing government, fearing accusations of privatization, might decide
not to go ahead with the merger. To
avoid such a scenario, Orlen is looking for opportunities to exchange assets with competitors, for instance a
trade of petrol stations in Poland for
petrol stations overseas. Orlen is
hoping that the Commission will take
the impact of COVID-19 into account
when assessing the deal. The argument is that a merged company will
have the financial firepower to make
the hefty investments required to help
the country, which relies on coal, to
decarbonize. The European Commission is expected to make its decision
by June 30th.
The transformation of the Polish
economy and the energy sector will
gain growing momentum in the coming years. How the Polish energy mix
will look like in a decade or two is still
a mystery, but the gradual decrease
of the fossil fuel dependency is inevitable. The pandemic can accelerate
this process. The coronavirus-induced
recession will lead to a fall in electricity prices and energy demand. As a
result, fossil fuels will disappear from
the market faster, making way for renewable energy. However, the pace
of decarbonization will depend on
the packages adopted to stimulate
the economy and on whether Poland
chooses to focus on the green transformation. It is yet possible.

Grzegorz

STRZELCZYK
CEO
LOTOS Petrobaltic
The energy sector is undergoing immense transformation. What
does this mean for a company like LOTOS Petrobaltic (LPB) that
has oil & gas at its core?
We are doing our best to adjust to the new market demands as well
to the wellbeing of the planet. For instance we are diversifying our
fuels. Hydrogen is likely the resource of the future and very much
draws our interest, but as a next step we are keen to move deeper
into the offshore wind business.
It is a challenge no doubt, because we started activity in the Baltic
Sea in 1974 and our expertize revolves around oil & gas. But we are
also the first and only company to operate logistically in the Polish
part of the Baltic Sea - this means we know everything about its
shores and hold all the geological info in our archives.
Moving into offshore wind is an interesting departure given that
gas is seen as a transition resource and expected to be around for
many years still…
But gas is not preferred by financial institutions and EU institutions.
Maybe it is not that bad yet, but the future is unclear.
That is why our strategy now is to become a leader in offshore wind
in the Baltic Sea, our cradle and the area where we are the most experienced operator. We are already involved in geo surveys and plan
to utilize our fleet and participate in all stages from construction to
installation, servicing etc.
Financing wise two thirds of CAPEX have been secured locally and
we are encouraging our partners and banks to secure the remaining
third. Now it just boils down to regulations which will hopefully be
set in place this year.
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One thing you must understand about renewable energy is that
a long-term view is unsustainable. The landscape is exciting but
ever changing, not just in Poland but everywhere else. We saw
the Polish market set rules that practically halted all development
and change them afterwards - it is cyclical, boom and bust.

Tomer EIZENBERG
CEO
Mashav Energia

Fishing boat at the Balctic Sea, Poland
photo: pxhere.com
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“The party now governing Poland took advantage of the
NIMBY effect and put the aversion to wind energy in
the center of its long term power generation policy. Our
current legislation seems still to be the victim of the irrational promise made to conservative voters who were
told that windmills will no longer be built.” commented
Wojciech Sztuba, Managing Partner at TPA Poland.
Money also talks in the case of the continent with the
most ambitious carbon neutrality targets as the Green
New Deal lays out, it talks clearly in favour of RES. The
European Investment Bank is stepping up as the first
“climate bank” and phasing out any projects that are
contributing to the climate conundrum.
photo: Adobe Stock

bust & boom
a res transition marathon
For many years now younger generations and renewable energy lobby-ists have been painting a
greener picture of a new world that would soon be upon us, ready or not. As it happens 2020 did
see the advent of a new world, one born under the auspices of a global pandemic that is giving
us the time, and the motivation, to rethink our ways of doing things.
Poland in particular is known for holding on tightly to the
known and comfortable past. Mining is one such pivotal
part of the culture that spans many generations and so far
popular opinion, as well as politics, have stuck by it to the
detriment of renewable energy. Wind in particular developed its own brand of bad reputation and struggled with
opposition from certain organizations which “leveraged
people’s fears” as several industry members noted. “Society is often distrustful of new technologies - the expression
of such fears in Poland was the adoption of the Act of May
20, 2016 (commonly known as the “distance rule”). The arguments for its introduction were the fact that wind mills
emit infrasound, vibration, flickering of light, and pose life
or health hazards in the event of a breakdown.” explained
Pawel Zajkowski, Partner, Pydo i Wspólnicy. Modern turbines typically have a height of more than 200 m which
means the nearest residence must be farther than 2 km
- given how densely Poland is populated this rule makes
it almost impossible for new wind farms to be developed.
This “not in my backyard” (NIMBY) syndrome appears to
have been fueled by a desire on the government’s side to
maintain support for conventional energy and peaked during the 2015 election cycle.

res share in electricity production (2019)
HYDRO
2.0 TWh
1.2%
biogas
1.2 TWh
0.7%
biomass
4.5 TWh
2.8%
biomass co-firing
4.5 TWh
2.8%

ONSHORE WIND
15.1 TWh
9.2%

PHOTOVOLTAICS
0,7 TWh
0,4%

Poland held
Europe’s largest
onshore wind auction
in 2019
(2.2 GW of capacity
at an avg. price
of €49/MWh).

€49

if onshore wind farms achieved

12.3 GW

and offshore wind farms achieved

12-14 GW

co2 emissions in the polish
electricity sector would drop by

47 million tonnes
(from 125m to 78m tonnes in 2040)

2019

2040

125

47

78

million tonnes of CO2
per year

source: PWEA (Polish Wind Energy Association

Despite these major setbacks renewable energy seems
to have found a comfortable seat in Poland in 2020. First
off, several voices from the government announced the
intention to revisit the 10H rule and industry members
trust that it will be a thing of the past by the end of this
year. Furthermore the government appears to increasingly recognize the merits of green energy - the end of
2019 saw Europe’s largest onshore wind auction as well
as the creation of a Ministry of Climate, indicating where
the vision for the future lies. Industry giants are also updating their strategies and allocating plentiful space to
renewable sources. In its new five-year plan Enea (one
of the big four energy companies in Poland and owner
of the largest hard coal based power plant) announced
that the share of RES in the total energy generation will
rise almost fourfold and will amount to 33% by 2030.
And even the abrupt, unforeseen COVID-19 outbreak
played in favor of renewable energy - while coal struggled, companies throughout the RES value chain proved
resilient and continued their business as usual, albeit
with new safety measures in place.
In 2020 there is near consensus in Poland that clean
energy is the way forward which means the country can
now focus on how to make it happen.

source: Forum Energii based on data of ARE

Danube Delta
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WindEurope provides a common voice to hundreds of
wind energy companies across Europe. What are the
most pressing matters on your agenda today?

Janusz

GAJOWIECKI

President
PWEA (Polish Wind Energy Asssociation)
According to recent reports, wind energy in Poland
can reach 10 GW in a stagnation scenario, and 24 GW
in a growth scenario. What needs to happen for the
country to end up with the second circumstance?
The only real barrier we see presently to develop this
potential is the distance rule (10H). Other than this the
wind conditions in Poland are perfect and with the new
generation of turbines we can become very competitive price wise. We believe this piece of legislation will
come to fruition in 2020, hopefully in the first half of
the year.
Education is another crucial aspect in countries like
Poland or Romania, where renewable energy is still a
rather new concept. We made huge efforts during the
past year to grow the understanding of this field among
ordinary citizens. The interest we noticed is massive,
which shows a hunger for such knowledge but also
points to a lack of education.
.

Two main challenges require our attention presently:
one is the competitiveness of the European wind energy supply chain, and the second is facilitating improved
permitting of new wind farms across Europe. We aim
to grow from 190 GW, which is what we have installed
today, to over 1,000 GW, which is what the European
Commission expects by 2050 to decarbonize the energy system in Europe.
Can you expand on the issues that are affecting the
supply chain competitiveness?
It is well known that turbine manufacturers in Europe
have been laying people off in recent months. The prices earned for the energy we generate have fallen - a
good thing for consumers, but the hard reality is that
we are relying increasingly on our global supply chain
in order to source the equipment and components we
need to deliver projects at the prices that are winning
auctions. Our margins are tighter than they used to be
and many players in our supply chain are struggling.
And volumes are not yet growing at the level at which
they should be to meet the EU’s ambitious goals.
What instruments do you have at your disposal to
guide local policies and what did you find works best?
Good practice on the part of wind farm developers is
essential, and we proactively disseminate the Dos and
the Don’ts for engaging local communities. It is also
important that developers ensure local communities
benefit economically and financially from the presence of wind farms. We are keen to promote models of
community financial participation and some countries
already actively encourage this.

What major steps do you have planned to support
RES development in Poland?
One priority is to develop tools that allow financing of
new installations. Corporate PPAs are already in place,
but we want to work on merchant rules as well and we
are discussing with state-owned agencies and banks to
facilitate financing.
Offshore tends to be more complicated because it is a
new branch in Poland. The regulation is one thing that
needs to take final shape, but perhaps even more challenging is figuring out the zoning plan for the sea areas.
This is the first plan in our history and it will set the
stage for many years to come. Poland has a huge appetite to become a leader in the Baltic Sea. Whether we
fulfill this potential depends on actions we take now.
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CEO
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POLISH RES PROSPECTS IN THE AFTERMATH OF
EUROPE`S LARGEST AUCTION

Wojciech Sztuba has extensive
experience in the field of tax and
business advisory services dedicated especially to companies in the
construction industry, real estate as
well as the energy sector.

by Wojciech Sztuba, Managing Partner at TPA Poland

The RES market in Poland seems to be recovering after what have been hard to bear years of slowdown and stagnation. The
main two renewable technologies showing the largest expansion potential - namely onshore wind and large scale PV - have
been, until recently, discriminated against in the auction support scheme that has been in place since 2016. Yet in 2018 the
urgency of catching up with energy generation mix requirements agreed upon with the EU reverted this trend, and the first
auction in the joint basket for wind onshore and PV installations of over 1 MW was tendered.

Onshore wind back on stage

h
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AUCTION RESULTS
December 2019

NEW CAPACITY
~ 1,7 GW
(68% of the
auction budget)

PRICES

The 10H rule introduced to Poland’s
construction law as of early 2016,
disables permitting any wind turbine
construction if it is located closer to
housing areas than the distance corresponding to its 10-times-height. In a
densely populated country like Poland
this regulation led to an almost entire
lockout for wind energy expansion
since 2016.

One other repercussion was that any
projects that were to win the 2018
and 2019 auctions were forced to use
2015 turbine designs (or older) during
their construction phase. Hence, projects with won auctions are typically
based on turbines with to-be-installed
capacity of 2 MW on average, and rarely higher than 2,3 MW. This is not only
suboptimal in terms of productivity, but
also poses challenges in the acquisition
of turbine models that in many cases
are no longer supplied. Even if some
re-design potential allowing for gear
replacement is theoretically available,
not all projects were developed flexibly
enough to go for it. For many, in fact,
the tight deadlines for starting first
power production are.

EUR 37.7 – 53.9 /MWh

Winning an Auction Is not Everything
Many doubts and questions are being
raised in respect to the actual realization of tendered volumes, as well as
further development of the sector.
The execution of auctioned projects
suffers few challenges resulting from
the infamous 10H rule, and rather
rigid manners of public support allocation.

Wind turbines must be constructed at a distance to the nearest household that is at least
10 times bigger than the height of the turbine. The average height for an onshore wind
turbine is approx. 200 m which results in a 2 km required minimum distance.

photo: Potegowo Wind Farm, Slupsk

The 2018 auction results brought
hope for the following year’s results,
especially since the foreseen budget
for December 2019 for the same
wind+PV basket was announced at
114 TWh. If tendered fully and if dominated by onshore wind once more as
was the case in 2018, a demand of
approximately 2,5 GW of new wind
farms would need to be constructed
– in other words 35% of Poland’s capacity so far built. Ultimate results for
2019 were somewhat below expectations: only 68% of the auction budget
was tendered with prices between
163 and 233 PLN/MWh and leading
to the construction of approx. 1,7 GW
of new capacities.

the 10h rule :

Wojciech SZTUBA
Managing Partner
TPA Poland

The 10H rule

As a result, roughly 930 MW of new
onshore wind projects are currently under construction, aiming at a
15-year-generation based on auctioned prices swerving between 158
and 217 PLN/MWh (averaging 196
PLN/MWh). This corresponds with
93% of this basket’s auction budget
and practically no PV project could be
counted among the winners, as they
can still hardly compete with wind if
thrown in together.
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Wind investors have 33 months after
winning an auction to start selling the
energy produced in the new installation, whereas PV operators have 24
months at their disposal. Due to the
looming COVID-19 pandemic alert, on
March 31st Poland’s parliament adopted the so-called anticrisis-shield containing, among others, a provision on
prolonging the deadlines by 12 months.
This, however, does not occur automatically, but upon investors’ application. The longer deadlines are certainly
good news for businesses, for multiple reasons. Even though coronavirus’
paralyzing effects have not hit the RES
market and suppliers have been up to
the task, one has to remember that the
agenda of steps required to complete
wind farm constructions is vast.

His specialties comprise among
others dedicated tax structures
for foreign investment funds, real
estate acquisition and real estate
taxation.

What is crucial is that within the same
deadline projects usually also have
to change owners after the won auction, as this is when investors are first
willing to buy the fully permitted projects. Therefore, except for standard
elements related to the construction
phase, there is often a parallel action
plan surrounding power generation
concessions and other formal steps
necessary to be taken by the new owner. Last but not least, another important
obstacle in the race with time is the fact
that for the given year auctions are tendered only once.
It is easy to imagine that when the
clock starts ticking at the same time for
1,7 GW of new projects, a bottleneck
effect may quickly pop up along the
supply chain.

Looking forward into 2020
Firstly, we already know the projected
budgets for the 2020 auction and they
are much lower than in 2019. For the
wind+PV basket over 1 MW the forecast is for 14,7 TWh, which comes
down to less than 330 MW of new
wind installations, provided that only
wind will win. According to market data
there should still be over 1,000 MW
of auction-ready wind projects which
means that the 2020 basket should be
fully used by wind, unless other factors
have an impact on it (e.g. limits in supply of old turbine types).

Even though the “old” wind projects
will soon be gone and the wind sector
needs to somehow develop beyond
2020, it will simply not as long as the
10H rule remains in force. Having
said that, it is worth mentioning that
a serious discussion between decision
makers in the Polish government is
currently being carried out and it is not
unlikely that the said restriction will be
tempered still this year.
Certainly it can be stated that a change
in the political approach to wind energy
has already been taking place in Poland
recently, allowing us to make brighter
forecasts. In fact once the 10H rule is
abandoned or lowered, the dynamic
expansion of the onshore wind sector
is already feasible outside the auction
scheme.
poland energy industry 2020
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You represent the first company to ever secure a
c-PPA in Poland. Can you explain the circumstances?

Good winds for PV

Either via corporate
PPA’s or otherwise, wind
power generation at the
effective price under 200
PLN/MWh is by far the
cheapest now in the entire
energy mix in Poland.

The same story pretty much the same applies to PV technologies. Whereas large
scale installations have so far been discriminated against by being forced to compete with wind in the same auction basket, it seems strikingly obvious that soon
after 2020 public support will no longer be necessary for this technology to further spread.

Our history in Poland is closely connected to this original corporate PPA. 2016 was a year of crisis for renewable energy in Poland - at the time we had a pipeline
of 600 MW, but it was clear that we would not be able
to bring it to life successfully under the new legislation.
So we decided to park these projects, restructure them
and focus instead on optimizing our existing portfolio.

The PV sector has been dynamically expanding in Poland in recent years. Developers adopted auction model limitations and already offer a large supply of
optimized projects under 1 MW. The 2018 and 2019 auctions showed that PV
technically beat wind over the entire budgets foreseen for baskets wind+PV below 1MW. This is on the one hand because almost no wind projects are offered
in this range. But no less important is the quality and competitiveness of the PV
projects. Last December 759 installations won the auction, offering prices from
269 to 327 PLN/MWh – much lower than last year and certainly much higher
than the ones we likely expect to be offered next year.

Tomer

EIZENBERG
CEO
Mashav Energia

You are developing Potegowo Wind Farm, the largest
of its kind in Poland. What motivated you to take on
such a big undertaking?
In order to be sustainable you have to go big. The renewable energy market is very fragmented, not just in
Poland but generally in the world. The administrative
burden for a small wind farm is the same - maybe not
as time consuming, but you still need to tackle the
same items and have the same expertise. Going big
meant that we could reduce the operational costs, by
allocating the same resources in a much more concentrated way. In addition, when you approach suppliers
or investors, there is a sweet spot for large projects
photo: Adobe Stock

In January the draft act on
supporting offshore wind
energy was made available
for public consultation. It
is expected to be in force
by mid 2020 and if in place
it shall fill the legal and
administrative gaps which
are necessary to permit
the installation of energy
generation at sea.
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Offshore closer than ever
Last but not least, the Polish offshore wind sector deserves our attention and applause. Despite still being at an early stage of project development, it seems that
we shall finally soon welcome dedicated regulatory solutions for this technology.
The draft act assumes two phases for granting public support: in the first phase
up to 4,9 GW shall be directly contracted by the government with the most advanced projects by 2022. The second phase shall be available for other projects
and based on the auction model. Currently, many developers are lobbying for the
extension of the first phase to 6,5 GW, and a longer closing time. The European
Commission’s approval is necessary in order to adopt the planned provisions, in
particular with respect to the first phase that assumes suspension of the competition mechanism.

What would you say are the most important lessons
that you learnt on the way?

Later in 2018 we realized the opportunity for c-PPAs,
as well because the prices of electricity finally reached
a level we were comfortable with. We participated in
a tender procedure for green electricity delivery to
Mercedes Benz Manufacturing Poland sp. z o.o., which
we won - we sealed the deal after one year of negotiations and that is when the market truly originated in
Poland. This showed that in times of energy crisis and
regulatory problems in Poland, there are ways to provide stability for development.
There is a perception in the market that PPAs are not
very profitable, which keeps some players away from
this model. What are your thoughts on this?
I disagree actually. Off-takers have a tendency to think
that PPAs should be below the market level, but this is
not true. The price/cost scheme should be acceptable
and profitable for both contractual parties.
Usually PPAs are signed with a CPI indexation per annum, but this does not include costs related to balancing or extra services connected. So the overall revenue
makes for a more complex calculation - this is why I
stress the idea that off-takers need to be well educated about the model. Once all subsidy schemes are out,
various schemes of PPAs are the future.

One critical lesson is that there is a big difference between “ready-to-build” and “bankable”. The nuances
between the two are mainly related to the hundreds
of “boxes that need to be checked” in the preparation
phase. For instance, you can have a building permit and
a beautiful project but not the ability to bring over the
turbines, because you lack agreements with local municipalities to cross a certain field. For Potegowo we
dedicated ample time to prepare ourselves for construction. Before we even agreed the price, we understood the scope of work not just at a macro scale but
to the very last detail.
Overall our experience here has been extremely good.
Our long-term view is that wind is one of the best resources Poland has to offer. The market has exhibited
resilience in the face of everlasting changes to RES regulation and has an extraordinary collection of experts.

Hubert

KOWALSKI

CEO
VSB Energie Odnawialne Polska
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Zbigniew GRYGLAS
Undersecretary of State,
Ministry of Assets
Government of Poland

Agnieszka

The ambition is to have almost 20% of our future energy
production coming from offshore wind farms by 2040.
According to our calculations the investment will be as
high as PLN 120 billion (~ EUR 40 billion). But the vision
extends way beyond production, we have an opportunity to develop a new branch in our economy. We are
yet to install any windmills on the Polish coast and even
so we have hundreds of companies that are producing
goods for this sector.

PLASKA
CEO
wpd Polska

Congratulations on being among the RES auction winners
- what are your thoughts on the process itself, did you find
it easy to navigate?
Relatively so, the hardest part was that we had little clarity on when (or if) the next auction would take place. Take
2018 for example, the auction happened in December and
we were only informed one month in advance. To prepare
everything in such a small window of time is incredibly difficult, especially since we need to coordinate with banks.
What do you credit for your success in auctions? In other
words, what makes for a winning project in Poland?

POLAND’s OFFSHORE
WIND OBJECTIVES

Maybe the fact that we did not fully rely on the auction system. It was interesting to participate from a financial perspective, but our strategy was very much geared towards
corporate PPAs.

Offshore Bill passed in 2020
First production in 2025
10+ GW installed capacity by 2040

I do believe, however, that auctions made a positive impact altogether. Not long ago the public perception was
that green energy is very expensive whereas both auctions
showed the contrary. Renewable energy prices are currently lower than black energy prices, and they will surely be
even lower in the future.
In light of the recent COVID-19 outbreak how has your
business been affected and what do you expect the longer
term repercussions to be?
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We are fortunate to be in a position of working in an essential part of the economy and overall I am pleased to say that
business has not really been impacted thus far. Our office
in Poland remained open, giving people the choice whether
to come in or work from home, which is roughly a 50-50
split. Our building phase is continuing as planned (finished
by October this year) and we do not expect any real delays
due to the virus.

A typical tower requires 300–400 tonnes of
steel, with further 750–1200 tonnes for its
supporting structure. 6 GW of offshore wind
farm investments in the Polish Exclusive Economic Zone in the Baltic Sea will require one
million tonnes of steel to be completed, creating a great opportunity for the Polish smelting
and shipbuilding industry.

OFFSHORE
WIND
Poland has identified offshore wind as a pivotal resource to increase the share of renewable energy in
the national mix: 13 projects are being considered
in total, with an installed capacity of 9-12 GW. The
market is now awaiting two essential instruments
to kick off development: an Offshore Bill which
would, among others, set up a support mechanism
(a draft has been published in early 2020) and the
zoning plan which will set the stage for many years
to come. The excitement is palpable as many industry members believe that Poland can become a hub
in the Baltics for offshore wind.

270 m
237 m
Palace of Culture and Science in
Warsaw (the tallest building in Poland)

offshore wind
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We are also lean in terms of our management structure, that is to say we
do not have bureaucratic practices in
place and our decision making processes are very quick.
What is the current situation of these
projects, how advanced are they specifically?

Michal
MICHALSKI
CEO
Polenergia

Polenergia was formed in 2014 and
stands as the first Polish private
group in the power industry made up
of vertically integrated companies.
Together with Equinor, they will be
among the very first companies to develop offshore wind farms in Poland.

The wind projects you are developing
offshore are the most advanced in
Poland. What did the company do differently compared to other players in
the market that allowed you to take
the lead?
Oftentimes companies start operations only after everything is clear
and all permits are granted. But this
approach puts a company within the
wave of everyone else. If you want to
take the lead, you have to anticipate
what the future holds.
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Port of Gdynia Authority

Currently, we are working on port deepening to allow entry for the largest cargo ships that
cross the Baltic Sea. The project includes the modernization of the wharfs and the deepening
of the approach fairway. Our plans for the future are to expand the port and build Outer Port
- the most strategic investment of the Port of Gdynia. On the basis of existing Śląskie quay, a
deep-water Outer Port will be built on artificial land, reaching out past the present protective
breakwater, and increasing the port surface by 151 ha as well as its cargo handling capabilities
by 2.5 million TEU. We are also partnering with the Ministry of Development and looking for
a foreign investor (likely a world class shipping company) for the project in the public-private
partnership formula.

Maciej LISOWSKI
Commercial Director
CRIST

2025 is when the first offshore production is expected. Is this a plausible scenario, or are there factors that
could delay this term?

We are already involved in discussions surrounding offshore wind
farms - we are in fact the only company in Poland able to build the
necessary type of vessels. By this I
mean we own appropriate facilities
and also an excellent track record.
To date, we have built four jack-up
vessels, the type of the vessel which
is considered as one of the most sophisticated in offshore shipping.

If I were to make a top ten list of items
that are needed to meet this expectation, eight of them would probably
be linked to the offshore law. Without
a subsidy system we cannot progress
as planned - no one globally has done
offshore projects using the merchant
approach. The good news is that a
draft of the law has already been published, and is anticipated to be passed
by the parliament in 2020.

The weather is a top risk - for example waves tend to be short and of high
impact, quite different from the North
Sea which means vessels prepared for
that area may encounter issues here.
The second are harbors: we have only
three or four harbors where we can
operate easily, whereas the rest are
very small and shallow, lacking road
access and berths for offshore vessels.
On the plus side, the Baltic Sea has
excellent wind conditions, similar to
those in the UK (9,5-10 m/s). Many
see Poland as the market with the
highest potential in Europe for the
next 10-15 years.

Pawel WEINER
CEO
MEWO

Offshore energy production is completely new for the Polish economy.
Are you finding it difficult to identify
the necessary workforce and skills?
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Polenergia distinguishes itself from
other players in the market in that we
believe in our vision and are willing to
take risks. This approach has allowed
us to take the lead offshore and advance projects farther than our peers.

Adam MELLER
CEO

We have three offshore sites in total,
two of which are already pretty well
advanced (Baltyk II and Baltyk III).
Specifically, we have signed the connection agreements with the TSO, obtained environmental permits and we
have all rights of way for the export
cable; we also completed wind measurements and an initial geotechnical
campaign. Just now we are in the process of preparing the initial wind farms
design, which we expect to have ready
within the first quarter of 2020.

Indeed, offshore technology is new
to us all. This is why we decided very
early on to join forces with a partner,
Equinor. As a company we understand the Polish market very well, and
Equinor has tremendous understanding of offshore technology and how to
best apply it. We are extremely satisfied with this partnership so far.

offshore wind
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Tom BERTHOLD
Country Manager
Sartori & Berger

There are indeed many opportunities
in the offshore space moving forward, however, there are also some
challenges. Polish ports are not yet
prepared to handle wind farm installations - we need for instance new
facilities to store large parts such as
turbines and blades. Even so, Poland
delivered on its potential overall year on year we achieve new records.
In 2019 the Port of Gdansk handled
over 50 million tons of cargo for the
first time in the history, an increase
of approximately 3 million tons compared to 2018.

The market is waiting for two important regulatory instruments for the development of offshore
wind in Poland. First, in January 2020 the Polish Ministry of National Property published the
draft for a legal act for offshore wind energy. The goal is to set up a support mechanism, describe
the local content requirements, issues related to the permitting process and the connection to
the grid. Secondly, on behalf of the Ministry for Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation, the
Maritime Offices in Szczecin and Gdynia are preparing the final revision for a maritime spatial
Sascha LINDEMANN
plan (MSP), which is expected to be published in Q1-2021. For new offshore wind developManaging Director
ments that have no area permits so far it is essential to know which areas can be used. These
Sea Wind
two instruments will no doubt give investors comfort.
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SOLAR
ENERGY

Wojciech CETNARSKI
CEO
Wento

The photovoltaics market in Poland is truly vibrant
nowadays. The sector has seen an influx of investors,
including wind developers that have switched gears
in the aftermath of the 10H rule. The primary reason
this sector is growing so rapidly has to do with the
grid parity phenomenon, but there is also significant
support offered to the sector - be it through auctions or the program “Moj Prad” (My Energy) which
has been introduced in 2019 and offers 5,000 PLN
to prosumers. Just in 2019 Poles built home installations adding up to 800 MW and the general sentiment is that this is merely the beginning.

There are three primary technologies used to
harness the most abundant energy source on earth:
the sun.
Photovoltaics (PV) technology converts
sunlight directly into electricity creating voltage by
exposure to light.

Columbus Energy is a leader
in solar photovoltaic installations in Poland, and one of the
first players to have entered
this market in 2014. The company serves over 15,000 customers, both households and
businesses, and holds capabilities of more than 500 MW in
PV farm development.

Solar technology has two advantages above all others:
to deploy several thousands of solar MWs can be done
in a matter of three to four years and the cost of technology is constantly going down. When we analyzed the
support system we concluded that small scale projects
of <1MW would be the best approach. This is because
they will have no other technology to compete with in
the <1WM basket in the auction systems, and from the
grid perspective they are easiest to connect.

POWER CAPACITY & GENERATION
from PV (POLAND 2014-2019)

CEO

Columbus Energy

You have experienced impressive growth since founding
Columbus, even as the market is becoming competitive
you maintain a 15% share. What do you credit for this
success?
We kept an open mind in the face of various challenges that
ensued in the market. In 2016 Poland’s elections were won
by a conservative party who crushed the renewable energy
law. Nothing moved in the market for the first half of the
year but we decided to turn this around.
We came up with the “Sun Contract” idea, a program where
we as Columbus offered loans to interested customers, for
a period of 15 years and with very low monthly costs. We
had become a public company by that point and took out
bonds worth 2,5 million euros for a period of two years,
which we put towards this program. A short term debt for a
long term investment - not the best move in retrospect, but
the goal was to launch the market anew.

The company is publicly listed and you also brought a
new partner on board recently. Are you well set up from a
funding perspective or are you still looking for investors?
We brought on board Piotr Kurczewski this year, a partner
I hold in very high regard. He has a 10% stake in Columbus Energy, which will gradually grow to 20% in the coming
three years. The one true risk we have identified for the
company is that of growing too fast and running into cash
flow issues. But with Piotr on board this risk is alleviated, as
he is able to cover our mistakes should we make any.

During the first year of bond issue, we installed approx.
1000 installations, which accounted for roughly half of the
number of households installed at that time in Poland.

1k MW

Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants
use mirrors to concentrate energy to drive steam
turbines that create electricity.
Solar heating and cooling (SHC) systems
use thermal collectors to produce domestic hot water
in residential buildings and in industrial applications.

Dawid
ZIELINSKI

An unusual strategy indeed, how did it pan out for you?
0
2014

2019

The solar PV market in Europe saw a 36% growth to
reach 11 GW in 2018. Although Poland trails behind
most of the states in the European Union with it’s total
installed capacity of only 1.5GW representing 3.2% of
it’s energy mix, its PV market growth rate is one of the
fastest in the Union.
The cumulative installed capacity of PV plants in Poland
has more than doubled each year since 2014 where
it started at 27MW, reaching 1300MW in 2019.

In 2017 we generated 2 million euros income - a fourfold
year on year growth. But it was very difficult in Poland to
take out long cheap loans debt to finance the clients for 1015 years. So we stopped giving out financing ourselves and
instead turned to banks. We managed to convince them of
the opportunity in this sector, and 2018 ended up being a
very good year - we doubled our revenue to 7 million euros.
2019 turned out to be a stock market revelation for Columbus Energy. Last year, we recorded unit income of over 50
million euros, which gave us more than a threefold increase
in revenues compared to 2018. EBITDA profit increased
fivefold. In 2020, we want to triple these results, as we will
begin construction of PV farms with a total capacity of over
100 MW and sales value of over EUR 100 million.
poland energy industry 2020
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SIG has expanded boldly in Poland in recent years. Can
you walk us through the criteria you consider when
investing into a new market and what convinced you
Poland is the place to be?

Wojciech
CETNARSKI
CEO
Wento

You allocated a generous amount of time to researching the market in Poland before creating Wento.
What convinced you that energy makes for a good
investment at that point in time?
Our market is distinctive when it comes to energy,
because it is very carbon intensive. There are obvious
consequences to this, well visible now that the CO2 allowances have reached realistic levels. This confirmed
our assumption that Poland will have a higher than average price compared to the rest of the EU.
The second part of our analysis focused on demand
and supply. GDP growth in Poland is always supported
by growth in electricity demand - on average, over the
last eight years, the demand increased by roughly 1,5%
per annum. This growing demand is difficult to satisfy
with the current generation base, which has two essential flaws: it is very old and has technological limitations (especially when it comes to emission standards)
to the point that some of the generating units will have
to be retired.

We are originally from Lithuania, a bordering country
with Poland, so we were quite aware of the political
situation here. This is the first and foremost criteria to
be considered when investing into a new market. Also
having a recent successful experience from the UK on
how to structure and build bankable solar PV assets
gave us a clear advantage amongst other local players.
Other key points we paid attention to: offshore wind
and PV are on the brink of booming in Poland - with 1
GW of PV built in Poland in 2020, even faster pace of
market development could follow. Furthermore, project financing is already viable and available, and more
broadly Poland needs to transform its energy sector to
more carbon neutral friendly on a large scale.
Poland is now the biggest market for us - we have already constructed 109MW and have over 670MW under advanced stage of development.
COVID-19 is threatening industries all around the
world - do you already have a sense of how this crisis
will impact the RES sector in the short term?
As solar developers, we believe COVID-19 pandemic,
as tragic as it is, could facilitate the process of rethinking how our economy functions. It is essential to reshape it, especially the energy sector, to avert climate
change, which, if untackled, will possibly bring about
calamities of unseen magnitudes. Businesses, governments and societies must accept the reality of climate
change not going anywhere unless the needed measures of moving away from fossil fuels are implemented.

Consumption patterns also shifted a few years ago
from winter peaks to summer peaks. We have a growing need for air conditioning and cooling processes,
and as the temperature goes up so does consumption
of electricity. This adds stress on the generation fleet
and the problem became very visible in 2015, when
the sudden heat wave forced the electricity system operator in Poland to call for shut down on several users
of electricity. It was almost a black out situation.
Investing in renewables was the logical answer, because there are structural reasons for these technologies to become the backbone of the system. Thermal
technologies are changing their role from base loads
to a balancing role - this is a long term vision (around
2040), but inevitable nonetheless.
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Andrius
TERSKOVAS

CBDO, Managing Partner
Sun Investment Group

You have numerous solar projects underway and generally this sector is booming in Poland. What is fueling
the growth in your view?

Miroslaw
SOLTYSIAK
CEO
GEO Solar
The solar segment is expected to boom in Poland in
the period to come. What created these favorable circumstances?
It has not been smooth sailing in the past, especially if
we consider the green certificates system that we used
to have in place. While this stimulated the development of RES, the fact that the government withdrew
their support in 2016 severely affected the market. But
a new auction based system has been implemented in
the meantime. One basket is dedicated to renewable
generation below 1 MW, so photovoltaics can benefit
from this support as well.
How do you assess the effectiveness of this support
system? Are there any downsides you noticed?
It is no doubt a positive measure, the market would
surely develop at a much slower pace in the absence of
this system. The only downside I can point to presently
is the fact that only PV projects below 1 MW can participate in these auctions. In theory you can participate
in auctions with bigger capacities but then you would
be competing with wind, which is rather unfair competition because wind is cheaper to generate.
But there is significant support offered to renewable
energy overall, for instance the program “Moj prad”
(My Energy) has been introduced in 2019 and offers
5,000 PLN to prosumers. There is dedicated support
for renewable energy in agriculture and also rather
substantial EU funds. In Poland, if you are looking for
a form of subsidy in terms of renewables, chances are
you will find it.
If nothing changes PVs will boom to unexpected proportions. PV projects are easy to develop, getting financing is easier than ever and we have reached grid
parity. There is nothing that can stop this development.

We are indeed witnessing what some people call a “renaissance of solar” in Europe - just in 2019, the capacity
installed grew by 100% (from 8GW to 16 GW). Why?
In the past renewable energy was dependent on state
subsidies which was useful, but also fueled skepticism
that this sector cannot stand on its own. The growth
now is driven directly by the market, in Poland as well
as elsewhere in Europe. Renewable energy has in fact
become cheaper than conventional energy sources.
Imagine you are a decision maker assessing a path that
is cheaper, healthier and does not pose any threats
to the environment - the question to be asked is not
“why” but rather “why not”.
The situation seems to be very different with biogas
where very few initiatives stand out. Will you please
explain your interest in this field, and why it is not receiving more attention in Poland?
PV projects tend to be very straightforward - once you
finish development you hire maintenance and wait for
the revenue to come in. Biogas is a completely different story. You deal with a complex value chain and a
whole new level of effort: raw materials are coming in
daily, logistics are fairly complicated, it requires maintenance, teams of biologists etc.
The reason we are so excited about biogas, however,
is because from an environmental perspective it is an
absolute leader. If you build 1 MW of solar you will
generate 1000 hours of electricity, whereas 1 MW of
biogas generates eight times more.

Ruslan
SKLEPOVIC
CEO
Green Genius
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Workforce is highlighted as one of
the main challenges faced by the energy sector in Poland - how would
you describe the current talent pool?

POLAND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
(2000 - 2019, %)

20

ALEJANDRA
TARUD-KARWOWSKA
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Human
resources
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The unemployment rate in Poland has been steadily
dropping in the past 20 years from registered 15.1%
at the end on the year 2000. In 2019 only 5.2% of the
economically active population was unemployed,
and the energy market is particularly struggling to
find workers from a limited talent pool.
source: Statistics Poland

We do not see a change in project demand, to be honest we have seen an

increase in interest to secure the right
candidates for large scale projects.
Of course in the long term anything
can happen. For now companies are
pushing forward, though candidates
fear change in uncertain times and
sometimes they reject hearing about
new offers.
Candidates’ expectations are changing
but wages remain a crucial factor in their
decision. How do salaries in Poland compare to other countries in the region?
They have become very competitive
actually. Candidates understand their
value and do not shy away from asking
higher wages. An employee in Poland
nowadays will earn the same or even
more than someone in Italy, Spain or
Greece. Keep in mind that living costs
here are lower, and the quality of life
keeps improving. A recent study, for
instance, listed the best countries in
Europe to live in and Poland ranked
number five.

Artur AMBROZEWICZ
General Manager
VULCAN Training &
Consultancy

Our program of study adapts according to industry needs, but not
very rapidly. In the energy sector,
there is currently a shift away from
coal towards renewable energy resources. These trends and shifts in
industry influence our programs and
we try to move in the same direction.
In recent years, we have observed a
shift in the number of students from
conventional power engineering into
sustainable power engineering.

Arthur RUSOWICZ
Vice Dean for General Affairs
Faculty of Power & Aeronautical
Engineering
Warsaw University of Technology

Has the COVID-19 outbreak slowed
down demand for recruitment?

As a whole the market is short of 3-4 million employees. This
is evident in renewables as well, maybe even more so, because
companies need a type of skill that is not yet widely available
in the market.

Do you have the capacity to train this
many people? How many can you bring
up to speed throughout a year?

Just two years in VULCAN became
one of the largest training providers
in the region. How did this idea come?
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Despite Poland being a country full
of talented and qualified professionals, the biggest challenge for
construction companies is that, given the current size of the construction market, there is not enough
well-trained manpower. I guess
that authorities still need to figure
out how to simplify further the procedures to bring workers from other
countries otherwise it will be difficult to compete with markets such
as Germany.

Managing Partner
Kale Recruitment

2019

The unemployment rate in Poland has
been decreasing year by year, unsurprising given the country’s growing
economy and the substantial number of new businesses. The market
is booming and numerous employers
compete for the same, limited talent
pool.

photo: Vulcan Training Center

Javier LAMAS
General Director
Aldesa Poland
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I have been working in the offshore industry since 2006, initially as a dynamic
position officer and in 2014 I became
captain. As I was going through training
I wondered why we do not have something similar in Poland. So I steered
my career towards building a training
center - it was not something created in
two years, rather something I started to
think about way back in 2006.

You train workers in oil & gas as well
as wind farms. Looking at the next
2-3 years, where do you think most
opportunities will come from?
I do not see much opportunity to grow
in oil & gas because the sector is fairly
closed and not many new people will
join. Wind on the other hand has not
yet reached its peak - I expect about
20,000-30,000 new people to go into
this sector in the coming five to six
years.

We can train all of them, no doubt. As
long as the wind industry keeps growing
the number of training centers will do the
same. There are already a few new ones
in the Eastern part of the country and we
ourselves are looking at opening another
location in the Three-city area (Gdansk,
Gdynia, Sopot). What we want to do next
is open a brand new training center in the
southern part of Poland which is known
for its coal. When mines start shutting
down thousands of people will lose their
jobs here, but the north will need more
and more workers to keep up with wind
development.
poland energy industry 2020
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PEROVSKITES
A revolutionary
PV technology

RES
SUPPLY
CHAIN

Pawel PRZYBYLSKI
Managing Director
Siemens Gamesa
Renewable Energy
in Poland

photo: Saule Technologies

In Poland we have roughly 100 suppliers for the local
market, many of whom are also exporting into international markets. In 2019 we purchased equipment and
services in Poland amounting to approximately EUR 300
million and have many certified partners who we believe
employ the highest quality standards and we intend to
pursue further collaboration with.

For every project drawn on paper, hands must execute. In record time Poland has developed a remarkably robust service sector for onshore wind,
boasting over 100 dedicated companies which can
together take care of every single stage of the project, and are often praised by producers and operators. The ambition is to harness the same expertise
for offshore wind, which has already been developing in anticipation of mid 2020s farms. Local companies such as Telefonica Kable or CRIST, for example,
have global renowned expertise.

IN 2014
Olga Malinkiewic won the Photonics 21 Student Innovation Award, in a competition organized by the European Commission, for inventing a novel technology for
harnessing the power of the sun with the use of perovskite PV cells.
INKJET PRINTING
is the production method, a simplified
and more efficient process.

Adam TARGOWSKI
Sustainability Manager CEE
Skanska Commercial
Development Europe

Perovskites

1

are a new semi-conductor material
that present several advantages over
the traditionally used silicone crystals.

2021
Saule Technologies will install the first
photovoltaic modules on building rooftops and in 2022 be fully commercial.
3.5 Eucrocents/kwh
Is the current price, which is on par
with traditional PVs. Founders expect
to bring the cost lower in time to
approx. 2 Eurocents/KWh.
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semi-transparent &
very lightweight
they can be installed in places
where traditional panels cannot,
such as warehouse roofs or even
building facades.

Two years ago we started collaborating with Saule Technologies on
their solar perovskite technology
that we believe will revolutionize
the RES industry in Poland and
worldwide. One issue was the
small size of rooftops, and the
unique trait of perovskite panels is
that they can absorb lateral light,
and as a result can be positioned
on building facades as well. We
have one façade module here in
Warsaw and it has been working
well. This means that offices, even
those in crowded city centers, can
now rely on renewable energy as a
dominant power source.
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Managing Director Poland

Vensys Energy AG

Vensys Energy AG is a global pioneer
in the production of gearless wind
turbines primarily for small and medium wind farm projects across Europe.
The company is headquartered in
Germany and present with a branch
office in Poland since 2015.

Given that the dominant chunk of
your work is geared towards small
and medium projects, how do you assess the opportunity pool for these in
Poland?

Good luck, it sounds like interesting
times ahead! You started operations
here just as the market took a bad
turn, how have you handled the challenges?

Small projects for us start with twothree turbines, and a medium project
averages about 10. And yes for sure,
there is a growing demand for these in
Poland but the biggest piece of cake is
still given to larger scale projects. Our
current strategy is to reach 130-150
MW/year. So far our revenue stream
has been complemented through the
sale of various licenses across the past
years.

That’s right, we started operations
in 2015 which means we didn’t even
witness one truly good year on the
local market. The first few years were
challenging, everyone was engaged
in this fine balancing act between respecting or negotiating contracts and
surviving as a business. But here we
are today, having survived the storm,
and much of how we achieved that
was thanks to business coming from
Belarus, which is still ongoing. Additionally, we were lucky to have reliable
services provided by the Polish service
teams to the already built turbines.

Moving forward though, we are able
to leverage the relationship with our
international partner Goldwind which
will allow us to access the large projects market, and also larger scale production capabilities of Vensys` technology. In 2003 Goldwind became
licensed to manufacture turbines in
China under their own brand, based
on our Vensys` original design. Goldwind is now in the top 3 global turbine
producers, having supplied over 8 GW
in 2019. Stakes are higher and competition is mounting, so we are excited
about fostering this relationship to
diversify our offering on the European
market.

Auctions have been helping but this
brings me to an ongoing challenge –
Poland is locked into using old technology (previous generation of the
wind turbines), due to the Wind Investment Act in 2016. There are ongoing discussions to unlock Poland’s
wind power’s development - we hope
that the government’s response to this
will allow Poland to jump straight into
5 MW+ technology as of 2021. After
all this is what is being demanded in
other European countries, everyone
wants to go higher, better, more efficient – as they should.
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PRZYBYLSKI

Managing Director
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy in Poland
How has technology progressed in the past years, and
what impact is it having on your business, as well as that
of park developers?
The biggest change is in the size of wind turbines – we are
getting higher, as well as bigger rotor diameters and nominal capacity. Ten years ago we sold 2 MW turbines onshore
and 3 MW turbines offshore, now we are already talking
about 6 MW onshore and 10+ MW turbines offshore. This
radically changes the playing field, for example in order to
build
a 50
MW park capacity a mere five to ten turbines will
Danube
Delta
suffice,
as
opposed to the 25 previously needed.
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Tim PETERSEN
Managing Director
ROBUR BALTIC

www.vensys.de

THE NEW

5S

VENSYS 155
6.2 MW

VENSYS 170
5.6 MW

For further details, please contact
Mateusz Schmidt
M.Schmidt@vensys.de
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The ongoing reduction of energy
costs will be continued with
this platform
Transport optimisation through
segmented design of components
Thirty years of experience
using permanent magnet
technology
Low-wear and low-maintenance
rotor blade pitch system
Joint development with
Goldwind
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Pawel
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Mateusz
SCHMIDT
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There are continuously changes in technology and it is
important for our teams to always stay up to date with
innovations and work side by side with manufacturers.
We always provide training to our teams to ensure that
we have the skills required. Turbines are getting bigger and bigger which means that the tools we use get
bigger, among the various investments that we have
to make. We have to always ensure that we hold the
necessary skills, knowledge and tools to be able to best
serve our clients. Looking at how the market is evolving, I remain optimistic for the future of ROBUR BALTIC in Poland.

In addition, capacity has evolved in such a way that with
the same installed capacity we can now generate more energy, making for more profitable returns for investors, and
also the ability to offer lower energy prices into the market,
ultimately benefiting end customers. Technology has become a powerful instrument in turning renewable energy
from a somewhat more niche, expensive alternative, to a
mainstream sustainable source that can now easily compete with traditional energy sources.
In 2019 you launched the latest generation SG 10.0 which
allows for an impressive 11 MW offshore production capacity, are you gearing up for the opening of the Polish
sea?
All turbine manufacturers are engaged in a technological
race at the moment, so yes we are competing for offshore
wind in the Baltics, however we are moving so rapidly that
we will have an even more advanced turbine ready by
2025. The demand is high and in December 2019 we in fact
reached the milestone of installing our 1,000th offshore direct drive turbine, with another 1,000 already ordered. This
shows the market’s commitment and also the trust of our
customers.

15.05.20 13:41
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Piotr
GUTOWSKI
VP of the Board

PBDI

How did you manage to survive the investment gap after the
abolition of the green certificate-based support scheme?
We continued to be active in our traditional road construction
market segment. We also looked for orders in other sectors,
including agriculture.
The RES market is characterized by large variability; it is similar
to a sinusoid. Without diversification of orders from various
sectors of the construction industry it would not be possible to
stay in the market in the long term.

Is it difficult to find the right kind and sufficient talent in
Poland as far as the wind servicing sector is concerned?

PBDI (part of ERBUD Group)
started out in road construction but expanded step by step
into renewable energy since
2007. Over the past 13 years
they constructed over 40 wind
farms in Poland and set in
place a team of 400 people.

When did prospects for new orders in the RES segment reappear?
There were essentially two big arguments against wind
in the past: that it is expensive and not stable enough
for the grid. But the sector has evolved in a way which
makes both points obsolete. First off, the recent auctions have shown that wind energy is cheaper than
traditional fuels and secondly solar has kicked off in a
massive way - with both segments running the grid is
nicely balanced, which was never the case in the past. I
guess these changes made our officials realize there is
no other way forward.
The crisis in 2016 shook many industry members, are
you concerned that history might repeat itself?
I am convinced to some degree it will, it is simply how
things go in renewable energy. Even in Germany, a
country that is very stable compared to others, the market stopped at some point. Things are really good now
but I see it as a window of opportunity. At some point
the market will slow down again
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For sure today is much more difficult than in the past.
A couple of years back it was easy to find very good
people, but many have moved on to other shores.
Workers are usually choosing the company that can
offer them the highest salary. Given that they are for
the most part self-employed, they can move between
companies very easily.

Wojciech
LUZNIAK
Poland Country Manager
Deutsche Windtechnik

What are your thoughts on the current Polish market,
where do you see the most opportunity for your business?
The market has been in bad shape for quite a few years
as the development of new projects was limited by the
10H rule and other restrictions from the government.
But things are moving in a good direction now, new
investment is coming in and the number of projects
is growing. This means ample opportunity for us, especially since customers are searching for options to
attain better quality services. The passing of the PIB in
2020 will also allow for new projects to come online
which means more work for us as well.
In many countries the market tends to be dominated
by manufacturers when it comes to servicing. Is this
the case in Poland as well?

Maybe the 10H rule will be amended but there will be
a gap in the market nonetheless. Going forward the
biggest risk I see is related to grid connections. There
is a limit to the quantity that power lines can absorb,
considerable investments are needed and frankly I do
not see this being treated as a priority from a political
point of view.

Yes, I would say it is somewhat true for Poland. Many
customers will stick with manufacturers out of convenience and comfort. But over the past 5 to 10 years
we managed to prove that we are a worthy competitor - our goal is not to dominate the market, rather to
provide a real, high quality alternative to what manufacturers bring to the table.

What then is the plan to make the best out of this window of opportunity?

Do you already have a sense of how the COVID-19
outbreak will impact your business and the sector?

In a nutshell, an open approach towards customers.
When we start a project we are in the same boat: they
want to generate power as soon as possible and we
want to finish construction and move on, rather than
create additional costs. Happy customers, in other
words, are our best bet.

The main concern relates to the supply of spare parts
and components. However, this is not an issue for the
time being because we have a good stock pile since before the crisis started. Some of our suppliers are from
China and Italy and we see limitations in the collaboration with them, but we already have alternatives in
place.

Also, not many are willing to travel for 6-8 weeks at
a time, which is required when working on wind farm
projects. People prefer, for instance, traveling for up
to two weeks and then spend the next two weeks at
home. We are doing our best to compromise and meet
expectations.
In light of the recent COVID-19 outbreak how has
your business been affected and what do you expect
the longer term repercussions to be?
Without a doubt the epidemic will postpone many
onshore wind projects that were lined up for Poland,
potentially for as late as next year. Nevertheless, we
are talking about a delay, not a cancellation. On the
down side, businesses such as ours have already spent
resources training people, buying equipment etc. and
if business slows down many will face challenges, or
even bankruptcy. On the plus side, all current projects
are ongoing and we are working as usual, though taking extra distancing precautions.
And on a grander scale, wind energy is likely to keep
strong. We are noticing a newfound appreciation for
nature, for breathing cleaner air, for the safety we
should all be prioritizing in our lives, for ourselves and
our loved ones. Renewable energy is likely to be even
further prioritized.

Soren Hermann
PEDERSEN
CEO
Total Wind PL
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I can confirm we are noticing a growing interest for clean energy. Ten years ago discussions about climate or air quality
were reserved for a small group of academia, but nowadays
people are paying more and more attention to the topic. The
outcome is that big energy consumers, especially international ones, are in the front row looking for ways to demonstrate their care for the climate.
Piotr ROGOZ
CEO & President of the Management Board

Engie Zielona Energia

Warsaw by night
photo: Adobe Stock
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Price may be the most sensitive discussion when it comes to energy in Poland. Starting with January
2019 the government imposed a price cap for electricity for households, SMEs, hospitals and public
sector finance units including local government offices - specifically, the prices were frozen at the level
of June 2018.

On the upside there is an increased
appetite for clean energy. Consumers
are being swayed by increased environmental awareness but also ever
more competitive prices as RES technology costs keep going down. In the
B2B sector demand tends to be driven
by foreign investors whose local entities usually have to comply with international standards, but Polish companies are starting to follow suit.
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ZASINA
President
Polish Power Transmission and
Distribution Association (PTPiREE)
PTPiREE provides a common voice for leaders of the distribution and
transmission sector in Poland. What are the most pressing issues on
the organization’s agenda presently?

investments geared for innovation (PLN millions, 2018)
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Another pain point has to do with infrastructure, challenged by both decentralization and old age. A key issue reported by market players is the lack of a Central
Data Hub which has numerous implications: Dorota Dębinska-Pokorska, Power
& Utility Group Leader at PwC Poland noted: “We do not have a central point
to cover readings from meters and to exchange information between distribution system operators. Our retail market is not developed enough to ensure the
fast-switching supplier process and this is also why we do not have any significant competition. The incumbents, four state-owned companies, do not have the
incentive to be fighting in the market either.” Slowly yet surely the puzzle pieces
are falling into place however. PSE (the country’s TSO) is working to create a
central data hub and distribution companies are focusing with priority on aspects
related to network infrastructure and connectivity. Issues and solutions alike are
explored in the pages that follow.

422.9
Total amount of
investments
planned by DSOs
in 2018 (PLN mil.)

We are particularly interested in issues related to network infrastructure
and energy transmission and distribution, as well as system and connectivity management, improving SAIDI and SAIFI indicators, development
of RES and prosumer segment. It is closely related to the new role of
DSO’s according to EU regulations, especially the Clean Energy for All
Europeans package. The changes should bring considerable benefits
from a consumer, environmental and economic perspective.
Aside from decarbonization, the power sector is also in the midst of a
digital transition - deployment of smart meters is for instance a concern in many European countries. How far has Poland come in this digitization effort?
Smart metering installed on customers’ premises and in the grid allows
real-time monitoring of energy consumption, and customers receive numerous innovative tools that make their lives more convenient. PTPiREE
actively supports the development of smart grids, we are the initiator of
many conferences, industry events and professional publications.
Smart grids guarantee energy security. They balance both demand and
supply of energy and they reduce the duration of a failure and chances
of its occurrence. Furthermore they enable more efficient use of renewable energy sources.
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Many have questioned this decision
including Rafal Gawin, President of
the Energy Regulatory Office, who
called for change. “This measure was
implemented by the government with
the main goal to protect customers
against the rapid changes in electricity
prices. The vision of the government
was right, but the question remains if
the measures that were applied were
in fact efficient. Approximately 75%
of Poland’s electricity production is
based on coal - the price surge in CO2
emissions naturally impacts energy
prices.” Other members of the industry echoed this sentiment, some even
suggesting that the end goal was to
slow down the transition.
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Infrastructure & Market Dynamics
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Overall transmission and distribution operators which are part of the
Polish power system invest billions of PLN every year, most of them
in construction of modern infrastructure. The investment revival began
several years ago with the impulse of vertical merger of companies as
well as with the need of customers.
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What is your view of the electricity market development in the past year?

Piotr
ZAWISTOWSKI
President of the
Management Board
Polish Power Exchange
(TGE)

TGE is the only licenced commodity exchange in Poland
which holds a permit to operate
a regulated market. The volume
of electricity and natural gas
traded on TGE places it as the
largest in CEE.

How is TGE doing in the regional context? Were there any breakthrough developments in 2019?
The development of TGE should be
seen not only in the regional dimension
but also in a much wider, European one.
Please note that TGE has been involved in
the creation of a common electricity market for many years. The day-ahead market coupling is based on the cross-border
exchange trading model developed within the framework of the Price Coupling
of Regions (PCR) initiative, while the
coupling of European intraday markets is
taking place as part of the Cross-Border
Intra-Day (XBID) project.

We will certainly face a major
challenge in the form of new
regulations resulting from the
announced introduction of the
next stage of climate policy by
the EU, based on the European Green Deal, which may also
have an impact on the electricity market in general.

In November last year we launched the
European intraday market based on the
XBID model, which brought about a significant growth of trading volumes on the
exchange. Based on the past few months,
we already know that it was a good decision.
What challenges await TGE in 2020?

poland energy industry 2020

You aggregate and sell energy from renewable energy producers across Poland. Can you briefly explain why you
opted for this strategy?

Sebastian
JABLONSKI

It is a niche that remained unexplored
by the biggest companies in Poland. In
brief, we have offtake agreements in
place with renewable energy producers
and our supply is limited to their generation capacity. This means we do not
deal with wholesale markets, which
would only increase our risk.

President
TRMEW Obrot
(soon RESPECT ENERGY)

Our fundamental task is to balance the
energy portfolio in a way that allows us
to supply end consumers at given prices and at required times. The challenge
with renewable energy is that it lacks
flexibility in terms of supply, but we set
in place a very strong meteorological
system to address this.

As far as current activity is concerned,
further integration of the European markets, and in particular the wider penetration of market coupling, will be a challenge for the SPOT market.
The development of the forward market
is another important area, and here, TGE
and our clients also face a big challenge,
e.g. implementation of the OTF platform,
which will require strong operational
commitment on both sides. However,
TGE does not stop there and is looking
into further market development opportunities in the scope of financial instruments for electricity, gas and CO2 emission allowance trading.
Starting from the beginning of this year,
we will hold consultations on the development activities and challenges concerning the markets operated by TGE
through the newly established Market
Council, which will include representatives of major industry associations. I am
confident that this cooperation will bring
tangible benefits to all involved.
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This situation could have had a significant impact on our clients’ strategies on
the electricity market and their activity at
TGE during that period. Our initiatives,
such as the new program for liquidity improvement through the introduction of a
new value proposition for market makers
as well as the “Maker-Taker” program,
could not fully stimulate the market activity. Therefore, attracting a market
maker that has been operating under the
new formula since April 2019 is considered a major success of our Exchange.

TRMEW Obrot specializes in
purchase and sale of renewable
energy to business and industrial customers. The company has
developed robust forecasting capabilities which allows them to
predict, with very high accuracy,
the output of renewable energy
installations in their portfolio.

What forecasting capabilities do you
have in place more specifically, and
how accurate are they normally?
We have our own meteorological desk
and a strong analytical team that forecasts production for each of the power
plants we manage. We gather billions of
data from all possible sources to create
better forecasts than anybody else - the
idea is to have the smallest imbalances
in our portfolio which is what gives us
our market advantage.
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The year 2019 was not an easy one for
the market. On the one hand, electricity
prices on the wholesale market remained
high, on the other, there was great uncertainty at the beginning of the year about
the government’s approach to the retail
price freeze, and about the final formula
of the announced compensations.
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Accuracy depends on the country and
source of electricity. What I can tell
you is that we buy all forecasts that are
available commercially to benchmark
ourselves, and we have higher accuracy
than any other provider out there.

Clean energy generation also adds to
your strength, namely you already own
a wind farm. Do you have plans to expand your production base?
Yes actually, we started work on a PV
project that will amount to 600 MW,
the largest of its sort in Poland. It is a
joint venture, developed together with
four other partners, in which we hold a
20% stake. We start construction of the
first phase next year, and expect it to be
operational and producing in 2021.

We think this business will
grow several times over the
next years and we will be
replicating the same business model in other countries,
Starting with Eastern Europe
as it should have a similar dynamic to our market, and then
spreading westwards.
poland energy industry 2020
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The predominant part comes from RES
but because we also operate on the
wholesale market, we source and balance our positions on the Polish Power
Exchange, OTC and Balancing Market, so
we have to assume that part of it comes
from traditional energy sources. Based
on analysis we do year by year the share
of RES in our overall mix has increased
to nearly 80%.
Is this something you are doing from a
proactive angle or because the customers are demanding it?
The answer is both. We are proactive
and determined to implement the strate-
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Consumer attitude is key, but prices still
carry significant weight in their choices.
How does renewable energy fare from
this point of view?

Maciej KOWALSKI
Managing Director
Enefit

The main issue I see is the fact that we lack a central data hub. We have more
than 170 DSOs in Poland and the system is not centralized, which means we
have big issues with metering data. When it comes to energy we know what we
supply only if it is measured, but this is not easy to get clarity on in Poland - it
takes about 15 months to get a proper understanding of the electricity volumes
that we have supplied.

Piotr

ROGOZ

There are many initiatives to address this shortcoming but they are individual,
whereas what is needed is a central body approach. There is an idea from the
government to create a central data hub under a new entity, but no real progress
has been made yet. This has many implications, from taxation, invoicing and so
on, and even prevents the development of future oriented businesses.

CEO & President of the
Management Board
ENGIE Zielona Energia

There are two perspectives we can consider. From a short term angle it is true
that customers are looking at final costs,
and only some clients are willing to pay
more for green electricity. Surely we did
not reach a critical mass yet, but we do
receive more and more inquiries about
this option.
Looking more long term, 5-10 years, clients turn towards green energy precisely
because they believe green energy will
be cheaper in the long run, as it will not
be affected by CO2 costs. Long term
PPAs for instance are becoming increasingly appealing for business customers,
who trust the prices will be competitive.
In light of the recent COVID-19 outbreak how has your business been
affected and what do you expect the
longer term repercussions to be?
Despite the time that has passed since
the outbreak, COVID-19 impact’s on the
economy is still unchartered territory,
though beyond doubt it will be a big one.
How deep and for how long, that we do
not know yet, but one should expect a
U-shaped crisis rather than a V-shaped
one .

The direct implications already visible refer to both P&L and put pressure on the
cash flow in the scope of sales & trading. Important decrease of the energy
consumption and related cutting of the
long positions on the wholesales market
undermine the sales margins. The slowdown is visible in our PV installations
business. We also observe growing concerns among RES O&M and EPC providers as regards proper and timely performance of their obligations.
Given all the hardships and obstacles,
we unlike other competitors are staying
active throughout the whole scope of
our businesses. We do our best to help
our clients and business partners to go
through this tough period, as long lasting relations count among our utmost
values.

We have built 2 CHPs, we are developing our DH networks and we grow on
the electricity and gas retail market. For Zabrze we chose a state of the art
flexible fuel system that can use coal, RDF (waste based fuel), and possibly
biomass. We cannot be sure how market conditions and fuel availability will
evolve over time, and a flexible fuel CHP means we can be prepared, come
what may. Investments in the energy industry are not made to last for years,
but for decades.
We are in it for the long term – this is the nature of our business, but also
the way we like to run things. Polish economy is advancing at a stable pace
and the society is more and more aware of the importance of sustainable
solutions. We are optimistic about the future.
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ENGIE Zielona Energia supplies energy
from both conventional and renewable
sources. How do they compare in terms
of volumes?

gy set forth by the Group, and orient the
business towards zero or low emission
solutions. In fact Engie used to operate
in Poland much bigger energy portfolio, including the coal and biomass fired
power plant in Połaniec.
Pursuing this new strategy, the Group
divested the power plant in 2017, which
was combined with the carve-out of all
activities oriented on renewables, sales
and trading (these were onboarded in
ENGIE Zielona Energia).
Consumer wise, I can confirm we are
noticing a growing interest for clean energy. Ten years ago discussions about
climate or air quality were reserved for a
small groups of academia, but nowadays
people are paying more and more attention to the topic.
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ENGIE Zielona Energia is part of
ENGIE Poland, and has been operating in the Polish market as
a stand-alone entity since end
2016. The company is active in
the areas of: operations and development of Renewable Energy
Sources (they own and operate
ca 140 MW of wind and 6 MW
of solar energy, with another
3 MW expected to be up and
running in mid 2020); Global
Energy Management (ENGIE’s
assets portfolio optimization
including electricity, renewable
technologies, natural gas, environmental products and bulk
commodities, and worldwide
external commercial franchise
development); Marketing &
Sales of electricity, gas and related products; and roof-top PV
sales and installation, oriented
on B2B customers.
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Jacek LAWRECKI
Head of Communications,
Poland and Baltic States
Fortum
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New technologies require two distinct elements. One is the
mental ability to get out of a conservative world, and second
the financial ability to afford new technology. In my opinion
businesses in Poland are usually quite open mentally but limited financially.

Jacek LUKASZEWSKI
MEE Cluster President

Schneider Electric

Gdansk Industrial Port
photo: Adobe Stock
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government to the rescue?
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GOING GREEN
means going smart
by Agata Kozielewska, Senior Industry X.0 Analyst, Accenture*

It is a common belief in Poland that the country’s biggest innovation advantage lies in the bright
young generations of high-tech specialists. It is not without reason, since Poland ranks 22nd
globally according to Bloomberg’s 2019 Innovation Index, mostly due to the large number of
students in tertiary education, and density of engineering and technology choices.

The high-tech sector is dynamically growing and, according to the Ministry of Digitalization, by 2025 the IT sector in Poland
will employ an additional 200,000 IT specialists, conservatively speaking. Nevertheless, when it comes to digitalization,
Poland still needs to play catch-up with its European peers. According to the European Commission’s Digital Economy and
Society Index, Poland has not made any significant progress in terms of adoption of digital technologies for three consecutive years. The country ranks 25th out of the 28 EU member states, with a performance well below the EU average.

DESI - Evolution Over Time

Country with
highest score

DESI 2019 - Relative Performance by Dimension

Poland ranks 25th
out of the 28 EU members
in digital competitiveness

The level of adoption of digital technologies varies sharply among industries
though. For example, Poland boasts an
ultra innovative and digitalized banking sector, which has been the number
one client for IT providers nationwide.
What is more, sales of IT solutions in
the banking sector increased by over
20% in 2018 compared to 2017. The
energy sector, however, has been a
rather closefisted consumer in this
respect, despite a wide array of tools
already available on the market.

Tomasz BORKOWSKI
COO and Member of the
Management Board
MindMade
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A survey conducted by Computerworld in 2019 showed only one in
three companies used Big Data analytics and Cloud technologies, for instance. Why not more, you may wonder? Money is one thing, coupled with
a shortage of other precious resources
such as time and skills.

Another very much expected national initiative is a central data hub, that
would manage all metering data in a
centralized manner. The plan to establish the Energy Market Information
Operator, a new body to be governed
by PSE, has been already included in
the draft amendment to the Energy
Law, which is currently in the legislative process. The lack of centralized
metering data management poses
a challenge, which has been so far
addressed in a fragmented manner.
“When it comes to energy we know
what we supply only if it is measured,
but this is not easy to get clarity on
in Poland - it takes about 15 months
to get a proper understanding of the
electricity volumes that we have supplied. There are many initiatives to
address this shortcoming but they are
individual, whereas what is needed is
a central body approach.” says Maciej
Kowalski, Managing Director of Enefit.
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It is not a surprise then that digital
transformation has climbed up the
political agenda. In 2019 the government set up the Future Industry Platform as a national initiative to support
and encourage further digitalization of
the economy. The primary role of the
new organisation is to raise awareness
among companies in Poland about
opportunities that novel technologies
can bring about. Although there are
numerous IT solution providers operating on the domestic market, home
grown companies have not been overly zealous in embracing them.
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The biggest problem I notice is that Poland does
not have a long term strategy for smart grids - there
is no clear definition in place about what a smart
grid is, and what objectives we should be pursuing.
The concept was relatively easy in the past, when
you had a few electricity providers and energy was
flowing in a single direction. But now we have new
sources of energy, more and more scattered and
energy needs to flow in all directions.

source: European Comission, Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), 2019
*Views belong to the author and are not the official Accenture position
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You have an impressive global footprint in over 100
countries – zooming in on Poland what are the areas that
tend to drive demand?

Filip KOWALSKI
General Manager
Energy & Natural Resources
SAP Middle Eastern Europe

One thing worth highlighting is that
we are expecting a Central Data
Hub in Poland, whose implementation will hopefully start by Q1 2021.
The great value this brings is that all
metering data will be managed in a
centralized manner. The hub will be
owned by PSE and cybersecurity will
be an important part of this solution.

Overall innovation is difficult in Poland, the projects are few and trust
from big partners limited. Too often
innovative work is limited to labs
and remarkable ideas do not end
up implemented in real production
environments.

Bogdan ZBOROWSKI
CEO
Sygnity

covid-19
and sustainable recovery
The situation is changing though, as environmental regulations on the one hand
and consumers expectations on the other make the power industry shift towards
a low-emission aspiration. COVID-19 is another factor that will push companies
towards fast-tracking digital transformation. Working from home and remote
production management have become a standard enabled by digital technologies.
As most other industries, the energy sector has also been severely hit by the crisis
and the full array of implications of the pandemic on the energy systems are still
unknown. But never let a crisis go to waste. As the International Energy Agency
notes, energy security, resilient energy systems and the clean energy transition
“must be at the center of economic recovery and stimulus plans”. Energy companies, therefore, need to find a way to stay alive and adapt while keeping it
clean(er), and efficiency is one way to go about that.
The unknown carried by the pandemic impacts all energy sources and technologies. The highest uncertainty surrounds the coal market though. While in general,
the demand for energy has fallen, renewable energy has been “largely unaffected”. Therefore, it is very likely that COVID-19 will accelerate the phasing out of
coal. “It is still too early to determine the longer-term impacts, but the energy
industry that emerges from this crisis will be significantly different from the one
that came before” says Fatih Birol, the IEA’s executive director.
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Jochen SCHWILL
CEO
Next Kraftwerke

Fortunately, the outbreak so far has
no impact on our business. As a Virtual Power Plant, many processes
run mostly fully automated via algorithms. Our processes therefore
continue unchanged. The only thing
that has changed is the way we work.
Almost all of our employees are now
working from home.

Tomasz
BORKOWSKI

COO and Member of the
Management Board
MindMade

MindMade recently introduced SARSA, a new solution
serving the electricity transmission & distribution sector.
What market need does this innovation address?
Indeed, we are just finalizing development of SARSA together with our partners PGE Dystrybucja and Apator
Elkomtech. In brief, this is one of our answers to what a
smart grid can be: a grid that has built-in intelligence and
can react without human intervention.
Through this we are addressing two stringent market
needs in Poland. Firstly, our electric lines are built over the
ground, so in cases of extreme climate conditions such
as hurricanes, large areas of the country are in danger of
running out of power. The damage is sometimes so severe
that it can take weeks to fix. The other incentive is the
fact that Polish DSOs are now forced to improve SAIDI
and SAIFI indicators, which measure how many outages
occurred per year per customer served and their cumulative duration.

In Poland the two industries driving demand have been
onshore wind and solar, with offshore wind gaining traction since 2016. Moreover, we have been advising on
multi-technology projects, including energy storage,
which works as a complementary feature to RES. Overall
we are involved one way or another in 90% of all green
energy projects in Poland and focus on what we are good
at – technical advisory services.
Poland’s December 2.5 GW auction is the biggest Europe has seen in 2019 – are you expecting a significant
rise in demand in 2020?
There are many exciting projects in the pipeline for 2020
but market expansion comes with its own set of risks.
Even seemingly mundane issues can become an important challenge. One example is the shortage of cranes
throughout Europe, as increasingly higher wind turbines
bring up new demands. Each piece of the puzzle contributes to a successful project delivered on time.
You mentioned energy storage earlier, but is it not a
technology that is still very much in its infancy?
Considering the government’s agenda and industry trends
we are observing, we expect electro-mobility and storage
to boom in Poland. Based on our experience in other markets, storage in Poland can go from zero to 100% in as
little as a year. The exponential pace technology is progressing is also a factor – for example the cost of storing
1 MWh in 2010 was 400% higher than the predicted cost
in 2020. Likewise, there are companies in Poland that are
pioneers, such as Energa who included storage in their
five year plan

Would you say that the community is generally reluctant
to adopt new technologies? What are some common obstacles you are noticing?
There is great interest towards new technologies but actual implementation is not reflective of this. DSOs bear
the responsibility for continuous energy supply and this
drives them to behave conservatively. It often seems that
they are not prepared for innovations.
A common obstacle we encounter is that procurement
teams want to see a track record of previous deployments, because they want to remove any risks. But with
innovation there is no previous record, you need to try a
few ways until you get it right. Risks must be accepted and
managed - without this innovation is not possible.

Marek
ROSZAK
Country MAnager Poland
DNV GL - Energy
poland energy industry 2020
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INTELLIGENT renewables

Eco-innovation Index (EU28, 2018_)

Therefore, energy producers invest in both renewable energy installations and
digital solutions like Internet of Things, advanced data analytics and AI technologies to increase energy efficiency across the whole value chain of power generation, regardless of the source of energy they produce power from.
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With the increase of green energy production capacity, among power companies
came the realization of the need for new solutions to better generate and manage
it. Energy storage is still the holy grail sought after by the industry, as it is necessary to ensure power quality and voltage stability. Moreover, a reliable storage
solution would also help power generation companies manage and predict sale
volumes and make renewable energy more profitable. As Marek Roszak, Country
Manager Poland at DNV GL Energy explains “Having the ability to store energy
will allow energy producers to sell when energy prices are higher, and help optimize their financial models”.

Austria

Piotr ROGOZ
CEO & President of the Board
ENGIE Zielona Energia

Denmark
France
Italy
Great Britain
Slovenia
Spain
Portugal
Czechia
EU28
Ireland

Within ENGIE we are already promoting and providing solutions
based on energy storage, hydrogen
chargers and also energy chargers for electric vehicles. But we are
ahead of the curve, we see them developing on the small, local level and
the moment when these solutions
will be used on a big, industrial scale
is still the future, but very near one.

Netherlands
Lithuania
Croatia
Belgium
Greece
Latvia
Estonia
Hunagry
Slovakia
Romania
Poland
Malta
Bulgaria
Cyprus

Eco-innovation is a new or significantly improved product (goods or service), process, organizational or
marketing method, which brings benefits to the environment

CLEAN COAL: A MUST HAVE
Despite the renewable energy boom, coal is still the main source of energy generation in Poland. To reduce emissions, energy producers invest in clean coal technologies to meet CO2 emission standards. ”We are now using the most modern
technology to capture methane and use it for electricity generation”, says Artur
Dyczko, Deputy Chairman of the Board for Strategy and Development at JSW.
”Hydrogen separation from coking gas is also one of our ongoing projects - the
intention is to join the producers of this ultra pure gas, called the fuel of the future”, he adds.
Another challenge for the coal industry is to reduce ecological damage caused by
mining. The answer lies again in technology. For example, the implementation of
the digital mine models allows to acquire information from the drilling, seismic
prospecting, radar scanning and so on, and to form the initial coal mine geological
data model. In the next step the information, such as mining development, roadway layout, ventilation, and safety monitoring and control, is fused. What is more,
the information acquisition and fusion technology can be strengthened with the
right use of IoT, automation and big data analytics. Automation also reduces the
need for manpower, which renders the system safer and more resilient.
On the other hand, from the mining community’s perspective, staff reduction is
rather a threat than an opportunity and has been usually one of the main barriers
restraining low carbon transition in Poland. “People are afraid of change. Will they
become truly open-minded about welcoming change in the near future? Time will
tell”, says Jan Bondaruk, Deputy Director for Environmental Engineering at GIG
(Central Mining Institute).
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INNOVATIVE DISTRIBUTION

7 282 MWh
Amount of energy
NOT supplied
to customers in 2018
due to breakdowns of
the distribution system

There is no doubt, however, that changes are coming. For example, the deployment
of renewables is making green energy distribution more flexible, as it requires constant data exchange between a myriad of energy producers, including prosumers
and energy buyers. The desired solutions should automate these processes and be
able to detect system failures. “We see growing interest in automation of processes
in control systems in the energy sector, for example in micro-grid management and
energy distribution” says Pawel Lojszczyk, Managing Director of ABB Power Grids
Poland. A good example of this type of effort is represented by Tauron, which in
cooperation with MC2, a startup, developed a client application that will enable
flexible sale and purchase of green energy.
Tauron is also working on a solution for ultra-fast forecasting of electricity production capacity. This solution will also be able to detect sudden fluctuations in photovoltaic production caused by changing weather patterns. The new technology
combines the use of IoT and advanced data processing algorithms.

source: Energy Regulatory Office (URE)

Also PGE seeks digital innovation by investing in startups. Its SpeedUp Venture
Capital Group invests in startups and technologies seeking to help manage and optimize renewable energy micro-installations, increase the efficiency of large-scale
RES installations, or boost the efficiency of energy storage. Ideal protegés that PGE
is looking for are startups working with such technologies as Blockchain or IoT.
poland energy industry 2020
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Pawel
LOJSZCZYK

Managing Director
ABB Power Grids Poland
ABB has a truly impressive footprint in Poland. What
makes the country such a good location for your business?
One key reason was access to workforce. Starting out
our investments were geared towards production, about
70% of our workers were blue collars. But eventually our
management realized what excellent engineers Poland
has, and shifted focus on engineering capabilities and
R&D. The employment structure changed accordingly:
we now have 40% blue collar and 60% white collar staff.
I would like to emphasize that at the same time we have
increased the total number of blue collar employees.
How forthcoming is Poland’s energy sector in terms of
adoption of new technologies, compared to other industries or countries in the region?
We still have a lot to do to catch up on the level of Western Europe in terms of adoption of new technologies. In
my opinion we are a few years behind Western European countries and it seems that for many companies
there are other investment priorities than new technologies. However we can see that this is changing.

investment reports

What are in your view the most important technological trends that are taking shape and how are they influencing the energy sector?

The IT sector continuously comes up with smarter ways
to analyze data - what specific value can we extract from
this?

There are megatrends like digitalization or sustainability, that apply to the overall economy, and some other
more specific to the energy industry. One example is
growing demand for electrical energy caused by industrialization, urbanization and overall progress of
our civilization. However, still only about 20% of the
energy used globally is in the form of electrical energy, whereas the rest is based on direct combustion of
fossil fuels.

MC: Speaking about intelligent meters for instance, they
give us a high amount of information on households’ energy usage. The data captured and analyzed properly allow
us to understand consumption behaviors, and by using
intelligent solutions energy vendors can adapt their offerings to meet very specific household demands.

As for renewables, they drive sustainability but they
also undermine the classical centralized model of energy generation. In the traditional model power plants
are usually located next to the source of fuel (eg. a lignite mine) and they are usually large in size. With renewables, small scale is not an issue and they allow us
to generate energy close to the places where it is consumed which cuts the need for transportation. This is
called distributed generation and it increases the need
for energy storage and grid management.
You briefly mentioned storage, how do you expect this
segment will evolve in Poland in the coming few years?
I would say right now everyone is looking at this technology and with the higher adoption of RES we need
to have a technology that allows us to match supply
and demand. But for a country like Poland it is still
very early stage, especially if we consider the budget
limitations. Sooner or later it will happen though, the
trend of electrification and distributed generation will
increase also the need for storage and the payback for
such investments.

What typically holds companies back from adopting
new technologies at a faster pace?
It usually boils down to money. Labor costs in Poland are
still competitive to other European countries, so companies here are less inclined to automate their processes.
Likewise, while innovation always pays off in the long
term, it still involves an initial investment, which is more
challenging in CEE economies.
We can also observe some mistrust of the companies
towards new technologies. Luckily, there are more and
more modern solutions that have already proven to be
efficient and can be observed live, so it helps to overcome fear of investors
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Filip
KOWALSKI
General Manager, Energy & Natural Resources

SAP Middle Eastern Europe

The utilities sector in Poland is going through massive
transformations, struggling to integrate RES and manage
an increasingly decentralized production. How does SAP
evolve its portfolio to meet such new demands?
Our thinking is that every industry needs to become
agile in this day and age. The challenge with utilities in
Poland is that they are heavily regulated so they do not
evolve at the same speed as technology. Digitalization
strongly depends on whether the regulator is onboard
with this new way of thinking, and while we see them
opening up the process is very slow.
Are you looking at ways to create a higher appetite
among industry members? What approach works
best in your experience?
What works best is references, showing companies
what others have done and that it worked. But even
this proves difficult here, because Polish utilities are
not open to meet and learn from the experience of
others. Even when public companies are open to innovation, we tend to get stuck with their procurement
teams who want to receive the exact description of
what they are buying. This is not possible though given
we are talking about innovation - it is a chicken and egg
type situation.
Can you give us examples of innovations introduced by SAP
and explain how they make life easier for utility companies?

Jacek
LUKASZEWSKI
MEE Cluster President
Schneider Electric

One example is flexibility trading. This is useful for
companies that need to balance the network - if they
notice a peak approaching, which might cause instability in the grid, they can send a signal to their customers
to check what their flexibility is to reduce consumption
- in a certain interval. This counts as intraday trading
so we are talking about a sophisticated solution that
allows users to make money quickly.

PK: One can also use drones to fly over power lines to
detect abnormal situations such as cracks or corrosion specifically, the drone captures images, does the analytics
on edge and sends information of value to the cloud or to
data centers.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has long been regarded as a
buzzword, are there any applications fit for the energy
sector that you can highlight?
PK: AI is helpful in predicting and forecasting. For instance,
when you return home and plug in your EV, the AI system
can predict when you will be going to work again and will
fully charge the vehicle during the time when energy is
cheaper and add surplus for selling it during peak hours.
MC: Indeed, EVs can now discharge energy to the distribution network from their batteries and generate income
for their owners.
How did the COVID-19 outbreak impact the attitude towards modern technology integration?
MK: Keeping technical staff teams separated, using disaster recovery locations, working from distance - all these
measures are enforced using more intensively modern IT
solutions. The more malfunctions of distribution network
devices can be predicted before they happen and managed
remotely, the less technical teams must travel to fix them.

Maciej

CHACHULSKI

Senior Account Executive
SAS Poland

Piotr

KACZYNSKI

Senior Account Executive

SAS Poland
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In PURSUIT OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Even though renewables are a global megatrend now, in the case of Poland going
green must be equally reliant on energy efficiency for the time being. Although over
the last decade the country has witnessed a huge progress in energy efficiency,
there is still a long way to go and it concerns the entire economy.

Bartosz KWIATKOWSKI
Vice President
Virtual Power Plant

Construction, maintenance and
operations of buildings account for
40% of CO2 emissions in the national economy. These emissions are
largely ignored, as efficient management of fragmented building
automation systems is very difficult.
However, it is exactly what we have
been working on for many years.

Poland is still using twice as much energy
relative to its GDP, when compared to other
developed, industrial economies.

Poland uses 2 kWh of primary energy for every dollar of GDP generated, while
Germany, France or Japan use half as much. The study run by Warsaw University
of Technology indicates that about 80% of the equipment used by domestic companies is in dire need of modernization. This unexploited potential represents a
significant business opportunity for digital solution providers.
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At the same time it is estimated that the
energy consumption level will shortly
significantly increase, especially in the
event of an electromobility boom, announced by the government. Forecasts
made by the Industrial Development
Agency say that households’ energy
consumption will double, assuming
there will be only one electric car per
house. And if there are two, it will triple.
“Poland is currently developing great
combinations of artificial intelligence
and automation systems that can improve energy efficiency. Smart regulation systems can be very cheap whilst
achieving great energy savings” – says
Marek Amrozy, Director of the Energy
Efficiency Department at National Energy Conservation Agency.

Marek AMROZY
Proxy
National Energy Conservation
Agency (NAPE)

Poland has a White Certificate Scheme which companies can benefit from.
These certificates are given to companies that wish to reach certain energy savings targets - they can use the certificates for their own compliance or can sell
it to other companies with unmet targets. The demand for White Certificates
is currently higher than the supply, but the market is constantly developing.

Digital technologies make the economy not only more productive and innovative,
but thanks to significant energy efficiency gains also help to make it more sustainable. And data has replaced oil as the world’s most valuable commodity.

talking innovation

Also, huge potential in energy saving can be found in residential buildings. Many
houses in Poland still use old and inefficient boilers, which are often fed with solid
fuels. Despite some progress made since 2005, the overall improvement of the
energy efficiency in the residential sector has been lagging behind the EU average.
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Pawel LOJSZCZYK
Managing Director
ABB Power Grids Poland
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We implemented a system for the
Warsaw metro which recovers and
stores braking energy from decelerating metro cars and makes it
available again for acceleration.
This special feature helps to reduce
operating costs, while enhancing
energy efficiency.
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K

Like our peers, we work very hard to
develop energy storage technology.
Now there are only small and medium applications available but it
is time we come up with large ones.
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Typically, the control automatically
shuts down the line when it detects
a short circuit and an external intervention is required to repair it. By
comparison, the solution we came
up with (SARSA) identifies autonomously the place where the short
circuit occurred and in just a few
seconds cuts off the ill division of
the line. The system automatically
restores power to as many customers
as possible - they only notice blinking
lights for a few seconds.

Tomasz BORKOWSKI
COO and Member of the
Management Board
Mind Made

Jacek LAWRECKI
Head of Communications,
Poland & Baltic States
Fortum

One particularly exciting project we
worked on was the very first flight
of an electric plane in Poland, which
we organized earlier this year using a
two-seater electric, ultra light plane.
We flew the plane cross-country
starting in Wroclaw, passing through
the South of Poland and landing in
Gdansk. The focus was to figure out
how to build an aircraft charging network that is reliable and efficient.

poland energy industry 2020
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Atlas Copco works all around the world
- can you explain how relevant Poland is
for the company’s overall business, and
what makes it an attractive market for
you?

Alessandro
FANTACONE

Compressor Technique
General Manager

AF: Very relevant especially if we consider
the region of Central and Eastern Europe.
The country’s economy has been growing continuously for the last 20 years,
and the industrial segment has taken
huge leaps forward. Oftentimes Poland
has been among the pioneer markets for
our innovative products and, generally
speaking, it has a very strong foundation
technology wise - from a broad array of
IT companies to numerous students that
choose to join the field.
What does the direction towards a
greener world mean for a company like
Atlas Copco, how does it reflect in your
work?

Bhavin
Pandya

Industrial Technique
General Manager

Tivadar
SZONDI

Power Technique
General Manager
Atlas Copco
Atlas Copco has been doing business in
Poland since 1948. Their workforce in
Poland counts more than 400 employees,
split across mainly three business areas:
Power Technique, Compressor Technique
& Industrial Technique.
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TS: It does influence the type of products
we bring to market, and while it takes
effort to redesign our range we see it
as an opportunity rather than a burden.
One change has to do with electrification, very visible in our compressed air
business area. Specifically, we are shifting from diesel driven portable compressors to electrical ones. Production is fully
ready and we believe that in 2020 about
20% of our sales will be driven by electrical off site compressors.
BP: We have a lot to offer in this green
revolution. For example, we support the
development of electric vehicles by creating solutions for assembly of new-generation battery packs. Similarly, wind energy relies on our hydraulic/pneumatic/
electric tools in wind turbine manufacturing, on-site projects and operations &
maintenance.
Speaking of innovation, Atlas Copco
owns thousands of patents worldwide.
Can you highlight a few recent innovations that affect the energy sector and
the business need they serve?
BP: In the wind energy segment, the person is often required to work at height at
wind turbine installation sites. Therefore,
we offer smart battery powered tools,
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e.g. the latest SRB-HA tool, so that it is
convenient (no cables or hydraulic hoses), safer and with data collection possibility for future needs.

One area we are particularly focused at present on is
connectivity, in other words
Industry 4.0. We work with
many industrial and automotive companies, which are
moving in the direction of
smart factories. Our intention
is to bring these smart factory concepts and solutions into
field operations.

When it comes to challenges, what
would you say are the most pressing
that you are facing in Poland?
AF: We are most affected by the shrinking workforce, especially technicians. Priority number one is therefore to ensure
we do not lose people that are already
onboard. We are also paying more attention to diversity within our workforce. By
2030 we want 30% of our employees to
be women. We are consistently looking
for ways to make this environment more
attractive to women, for instance by offering flexibility in terms of working from
home and offering specifically designed
development programs.
TS: One challenge we are having in the
Power Technique business area is to develop a dealer network in Poland. We are
missing an entrepreneurial segment here
that would be willing to try new ways of
distributing products and increasing market penetration. So one goal is to figure
out a way to overcome this.

Oltului Valley, Romania
photo: Adobe Stock

FINAL
THOUGHTS

Wojciech DUDEK
Commercial Manager
Wind Prospect Polska

Poland’s economy has gone
through uninterrupted growth
and everything seems to indicate that this trend will continue for years to come. Upgrading
the country’s generation base
will no doubt present its set
of challenges, but I trust it will
also open a wealth of opportunities.

Michal MICHALSKI
CEO
Polenergia

Christian SCHNELL
Partner
SOLIVAN

Naturally RES investors are attracted by the possibility of high internal
rates of return (IRR). This is possible because Poland has a transparent and
competitive auction system, and the capacity the country wants to develop
is reasonably high. The political situation is also favorable, especially now
that the government openly supports projects in renewable energy.

Ilona WOLYNIEC
Head of Strategic
Customer Division
PKO Bank Polski

Our priority is to become more
and more green in our financing, while also looking at the
stability of the sector and the
quality of our portfolio. We
have a lot of liquidity and are
ready to finance big infrastructure projects. At this point the
most important element is the
quality of the projects, because
financing is available and we
are ready to offer it.

Polish people have a strong
culture of ownership which
explains why they are so open
to install PVs in their private
homes. They are also more
aware of climate change - the
quality of air in Poland is very
problematic for instance.
The investment boom in Poland
is just beginning. Our production structure will change, there
is no way around it, and the
market is willing and ready to
adapt.

Jan BONDARUK
Deputy Director for
Environmental Engineering
GIG
(Central Mining Institute)
Dorota
DEBINSKA - POKORSKA
Partner, Power & Utility
Group Leader
PwC Poland

Whenever I talk with foreigners, they always want to see
double-digits in terms of the
IRR return, and I always try to
explain how the market works.
Today, when you have a project
on sale, you have 100 bidders,
which really speaks to the temperature of the market.
Even so, I trust there is still
space to earn money in the energy sector here - the condition
is to be smart, well prepared,
and truly understand the local
specifics.

Robert KURASZKIEWICZ
General Manager
Bank Pocztowi

A just transition rests at the
heart of this conversation and
I would say I am cautiously optimistic. The problems are not
technical or organizational,
but rather to do with people’s
mentality. People are afraid of
change. Will they become truly
open-minded about welcoming
change in the near future? Time
will tell – but Poland needs to
move with the times and enthusiastically support real change.

My vision for 2050 is that Poland’s energy needs will be
entirely covered by renewable
sources, working in tandem
with really smart infrastructure
and technology in a decentralized system. Already we are
seeing more concern for energy efficiency measures and
eventually storage will come
into play at a wide scale. These
together should be enough to
maintain a healthy system.

Zbigniew GRYGLAS
Undersecretary of State,
Ministry of State Assets
Government of Poland
International investors are needed and welcome here. We have tremendous
development perspectives to offer, a stable business environment and overall, a very safe country.
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THANK YOU!
We thank all executives, analysts and authorities that met with us, without whose precious insights
our uniquely tailored studies would not be possible. In particular, we thank our partners:
Polish Wind Association (PSEW)
WindEurope
World Energy Council Poland (WEC)
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